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82.0 INTRODUCTION
In this exegesis I will outline the methods that I have used in my research.  I will discuss the type 
of approaches that I have undertaken and explain why I have taken this course of action. I will 
refer to the structure of my study in terms of the inter relation of literary and visual referencing, and 
outline how both have formed the core of the project.
My research question is - 
“How can art be used to convey historical information in a way that demonstrates a postcolonial 
view of the relationships between Settler and Indigenous cultures?’’
Within this question, I have adopted a pictorial historical representation of Indigenous and colonial 
people, a theme that is somewhat open in terms of structure and interpretation. In review, however, 
the objective has been modified to become more specific in historical time frames and geographic 
settings. This means that I have chosen to concentrate on particular colonial historical events and 
have also set the scene in an area cited in the references. I have discussed some of these initial 
historic references in the Literature Review and have highlighted events that support my ideas and 
concepts in reinterpreting Australian colonial history. I have explained what I regard as my current 
philosophical stance, in so far, as a conceptual and subjective view that has evolved throughout 
my study and also through the selection of source material. I also demonstrate how these sources 
have influenced my conceptualisation and representation.  Overall I see this stance as the result 
of an ongoing research process that has been gradually reworked and refined into a personal 
perception of history.
Another issue that I have explored in my research is how to determine the manner in which to 
interpret information that I have collated. This notion refers to both literary and pictorial aspects of 
the collated material.
In regard to my practical artistic process and in terms of application, technique medium and 
composition, I have outlined the structure of my research approach and offer explanations about 
why I have deemed this method suitable for interpreting both artistic and literary sources. I have 
chosen 63 artworks to examine.  A selection of finished drawings will also be discussed as the 
preliminary studies towards larger oil works, and I will outline my approach in this process.
In my research practice, I have sought literature that has illuminated the themes found in my 
pictorial narratives, whether based on actual historical accounts or as reflections of the ideologies 
of the time. My position as a teacher with the Indigenous Arts Education Unit has provided me 
with an awareness of cultural material that may be deemed unsuitable for a non-Indigenous 
interpretation. In respect, I have adhered to these protocols and in no manner have intended to 
misrepresent Indigenous culture. My research has sought to highlight the misrepresentations of 
Indigenous culture that were enforced by European views, as an examination of the manner in 
which these societies were depicted in art and literature.
This exegesis is accompanied by a visual journal in which I have compiled pictorial reference 
materials. This compilation includes thumbnail sketches and colour studies for my paintings.
92.1 RESEARCH PROCESS AND METHODOLOGIES
In this qualitative study I have implemented a mixed methodological approach.  This involves a 
combination of Narrative Inquiry, Historical and Autobiographical/Life History methodologies. I have 
utilised these combined methodologies because they have allowed me to implement a research 
process that complements my art practice. In doing so, I have been able to devise a project that 
has been formed through gathering information that has been analysed in both theoretical and 
visual processes and using a narrative based stance. A narrative research design as Connelly and 
Clandinen suggest allow the researchers to describe the lives of individuals , collect and tell stories 
about peoples lives and write narratives of individual experiences. Connelly and Clandinen (1990) 
In my design I focus on the stories from Australian nationhood as well as my own family narratives. 
I do this by constructing and working through a mixed methodology  which I devised  through a 
four step design process -
Step 1 - Collect and Identify a story and /recollection 
Step 2 - Analyse and contextualise the stories into themes
Step 3 - Build in past, present and future
Step 4 - Build in place or setting
Step 5 - Incorporate into art work and philosophical themes
These steps each contain proponents of a methodological approach. These are;
Historical Methodology - Examining historical events and re-contextualising themes into that 
I can implement into my subject matter. Much of my approach is based on traditional history 
practices in which I convey historical facts compiled in primary documents and texts. I also utilise 
a historicist mode. This includes applying a satirical stance that parodies the establishment and 
re- evaluates past colonial practices. In some works I also apply a pseudo-historical approach 
allowing me to recreate and distort traditional history and a counter-factual mode that allows me to 
propose a ’what if’ scenario.
Narrative Inquiry - This method is present within both historical and life history methods. Narrative 
Inquiry links both through the use of themes I have derived from traditional history methods as well 
as through life experience. Narrative Inquiry also allows me to provide the viewer of my artworks a 
consistency in theme.
Autobiographical and Life History Methodologies - Drawing on personal family folklore and 
oral histories. I have  highlighted various childhood experiences  and  have linked  them  within my 
visual art themes. These include the use of folkloric imagery including mythical creatures .These  
include autobiographic research involving storytelling and includes external influences such as 
contact with the Koori community within my professional life. This contact has also provided me 
with a knowledge of Koori folkloric stories that also involve mythical creatures which complements 
my own stories.
These three methodologies have also been influenced by my participation in the School of 
Education and Koori Cohort creative research workshops. These methods have been initiated 
through gathering and analysing specific sources, information and reference materials applicable 
to my artistic practice themes My use of a  narrative approach to convey themes, is also a method 
favoured by the Koori researchers. I believe that this approach is relevant to my research as it 
allows me to re tell and interpret stories related to my own family and cultural identity.
I chose to restrict the amount of research by concentrating on a core of  themes that  were realised 
over four exhibitions including one solo showing. Exhibiting my artworks over four exhibitions 
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allowed for time to amend themes and subject matter in context to the overall concept of the 
artwork and study. This also relates to an ongoing development of my study, as a process that is 
ever evolving in ideas and attitudes, and as a qualitative exercise that I believe was resolved in the 
final exhibition.
Throughout this course of study I retrieved and re-addressed literature and resource material that 
have been relevant to my question. This is a process that   has provided me with an opportunity 
to consider reference materials that I thought to be irrelevant in my artwork in the past. As I was 
working in a mode that looked towards European and British neo-expressionist art movements for 
inspiration, I did not consider Australian and parochial themes to be relevant in the art scene of the 
1980s and indeed within my own practice. These new influences include a wide genre of paintings 
and prints of the 18th and 19th Centuries, artefacts, and popular ephemera such as postcards, 
letters and cartoons.
2.2 Historical Methodologies-Coming to terms with history
‘’In the first place, the facts of history never come to us ‘pure’, since they do not and cannot exist in 
a pure form: they are always refracted through the mind of the recorder.’’ (Carr, 1961, p.22).
Re-examining E.H. Carr’s 1961 formative treatise on history, ‘What is History’ has led me to 
address the notion of history-as a concept that has been defined and re-constructed in many 
ways in past discourses. These include categorising forms of historical research into separate 
components such as comparative, cultural and traditional histories. The latter, a process that I am 
familiar with in my schooling, and conscious of naturally implementing within my own research. 
I have been conditioned to view history within this mode which was usually dominated by a 
viewpoint expressed by white colonisers. In determining how traditional history has affected 
the recording of history , Black and MacRaild suggest-’’ Traditional history usually assumes the 
narrative form, composed of a sub-component known as the ‘Great Men View’ -The chronicling 
of a sequence of events acted out by great men. (p. 95). I wish to utilise traditional history in its 
narrative form, but I want my treatment to be as a reaction to the ‘Great Men View’, in particularly 
how my work interprets Great Men colonial history from a postcolonial setting , and highlighting the 
flaws and mis-endeavours of the men involved.
In looking back at the past, as an artist, I recognise that I am also working within a historicist mode 
that enables me to reconfigure a traditional historical theme for a contemporary audience. This 
approach was popularised in the 19th century, and includes the work of genre artists of Victorian 
Melbourne commissioned to construct historical paintings commemorating a past event or tragedy. 
A notable example is William Strutt’s work ‘The Burial of Burke’ was commissioned in 1911 to 
pictorially commemorate the ill-fated Burke and Wills expedition some 30 years after the event 
had taken place. The scene is designed to evoke public sentiment by depicting the collection of 
the remains of the explorers,  though the work itself was executed overseas in his London studio. 
Michael. D. Galimany, in the catalogue of the Cowen Gallery of the State Library of Victoria which 
houses many genre paintings notes that these works were commissioned for public collections. 
Many  paintings were also destined for Intercolonial exhibitions where a tradition of Victorian genre 
art was fashionable.(Galimany,2006)
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William Strutt, The Burial of Burke, (1911), Galimany, 2006, p.70.
Another example of a historicist approach is Thomas Anderson Panton’s ’Government 
Residence, 1837’  completed in 1880. This work, also in the Cowan Gallery, was exhibited in the 
great Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880 held at the newly completed Exhibition Buildings. 
The public was obviously applauding in response because the work was later re-shown at the 
1888 Centennial Intercolonial Exhibition. Like Strutt’s work , Panton’s painting was executed many 
years after the actual event and Panton based it on ’on the spot sketches by early colonist Phillip 
Parker King. The scene depicts what appears as a pastoral and harmonious rendering of black 
and white relations in early Melbourne. This work is historically interesting because it depicts both 
John Batman and William Buckley within the same scene and is juxtaposed with a cottage setting. 
The work has influenced a number of my own works including the addition of historical figures who 
were probably not present at the time in history. This is evident my example ’Lord Elgin presents 
one of his famous marbles to the residents of Coranderrk Reserve‘ (Terra Fabricata, 2006) 
(see 9.48) ) which depicts mega-collector Lord Elgin who in fact never visited Australia. I have 
incorporated Elgin into the theme of this work  because I enjoy the idea of a Georgian gentlemen 
collector giving away part of his collection to an Indigenous community. This is in eccentric 
opposition  to the usual practice of English collectors taking artefacts away from the Indigenous 
community.
Joseph Anderson Panton, Government Residence, , (1880), Galimany, 2006, p.65.
In Britain the Pre-Raphaelite movement applied re-workings of Romano-British historical subjects 
including the Arthurian legends. Historical narrative works by artists such as Edward-Burne-Jones 
and Frederick Lord Leighton also favoured Medieval and Tutor themes and were highly attentive 
in costuming and furnishings. I have examined these methods of approach in relation to my own 
work by researching British military uniforms and colonial costuming in an attempt to provide an 
accurate representation of the period. This application is evident in works that include ‘Afternoon 
tea with  the natives’(Terra Fabricata, 2006) (see 9.6)  in which I have rendered British naval 
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uniforms that were specific to Matthew Flinders time.
2.3 Use of Satire
I consider my work themes to be based on a satirical premise, and as an attempt to parody the 
notion of British Imperialism as English political cartoonists and moralists, William Hogarth, George 
Cruickshank and James Gillray, did in the 18th and 19th Centuries. Cruickshank in particular  has  
been a close influence within the development of my own style  through his cleverly composed 
drawings such as ’Gent, No Gent , Re Gent’ which satirise the Prince Regent and British 
establishment in general. My own royal example, ‘Celebrating King Billy’s Birthday’  (Journeys 
in Identity, 2005) (see 9.35) features a grotesque rendering of King William IV mounted on a horse 
kangaroo hybrid animal. The work parodies the genre of royal equestrian portraiture and provides 
a very unregal rendering of the king nicknamed ‘Silly Billy’. Cruikshank’s 1851 extreme racial 
caricature ‘Probable Effects of Over Female Emigration or Importing the Fair Sex from the 
Savage Islands in Consequence of Exporting all our own to Australia’ is perhaps indicative 
of Britain’s skewed view of Britain’s colonies and their Indigenous inhabitants. The cartoon is also 
a comment on the call for more female emigration to Australia to counteract the high single male 
population.
George Cruikshank, Gent, No Gent, Re Gent, Fraser, 1999, p. 55
George Cruikshank, Effects of Female Emigration, (1851) Horden, 1999, p.38.
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A well-known earlier example, the 1792 convict cartoon ‘Black-eyed Sue and Sweet Poll of 
Plymouth taking leave of their lovers who are going to Botany Bay’ published by Robert 
Sayer is an image I was familiar with throughout my childhood (and various school history 
lessons). I like to think of it as Australia’s first travel ‘anti- advertisement’ aimed at any unwilling 
immigrants.
Robert Sayer, Black-eyed Sue and Sweet Poll, (1792)  Brooke and Brandon, 2005, p.61.
In my third year undergraduate thesis, my research question was to examine the history of satirical 
drawing, covering the periods from the Enlightenment to contemporary cartooning. I have drawn 
from this earlier interest, as I still relate my style of drawing to that of caricatures and cartoons. 
This is evident through my treatment of the figures, particularly those of royal personage, who I 
have depicted as slightly exaggerated in terms of physical features and expression, as buffoons 
who revelled in British political domination. This style alludes to the notion of historical social and 
political commentary in which the leading figures of the time were open to public scrutiny and 
critique, serving as perhaps the most accurate representation of public thought of the time, rather 
than as a product of government and royal sponsored nationalist propaganda.
2.4 Narrative Inquiry-Imaging the Narrative
‘‘Language is a constitutive force, creating a particular view of reality and of the Self. Producing 
‘things’ always involves value-what to produce, what to name the productions, and what the 
relationship between the producers and the named things will be.’’ (Richardson, 2000, p.925 ).
Narrative based inquiry  uses a form pf personal language which as Richardson (2000) suggests 
creates a view of reality and of the self. My research expresses my own version of reality  by 
offering a bi-lateral thought process as part of an artistic research approach to analyse the subject 
matter with emphasis placed on the personal in relation to the individual’s own perception of 
history. This process also allows for the inter-relation of both literal and visual language, a concept 
relevant to my own course of study. This combination also assists in a redefinition of the notion of 
literal referencing, as not only a starting point for a concept/artwork, but a scope for the artwork 
to work on both allegorical and metaphorical levels as a demonstration of artistic expression. This 
is a form of artistic expression that I believe is a reflection of both a present personal inner visual 
language and learned practices influenced by academic conditions. As Smith argues. (Smith, 
1992, p. IX)
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“First there is imaging, in which the image is fashioned; and then there is imagining. In which a 
person constructs an image while not in direct sensory contact with the objects or objects from 
which the imagery of the imagining is constructed.”
Narrative Inquiry also allowed my visual language to mature in a manner that realised the subject 
matter as one that is open to different interpretations. It also presented a viewpoint that used 
historical sources as a starting point thus eliminating the need to present a factual, and what has 
been considered in past discourse, a concern for a wholly historically correct account. These 
interpretive applications can be implemented through a combination of approaches that historian 
Bernard Smith (1999) refers to as ‘imaging’ and ‘imagining’. These processes, as Smith suggests, 
were applied by the colonial mind in the 18th and 19th Centuries in terms of understanding and 
relating to their settled Pacific worlds, (Smith,1999, p.ix).
I was interested in this narrative process within my own research approach and can identify certain 
aspects particularly in the manner in which I devise an ‘imaging’ of the Australian landscape 
narrative as it appears in historical accounts, while also applying an ‘imagining’ method, to 
create a variant on reality, as an imagined construct. This approach may also invoked a way of 
reconstructing colonial history, to reinterpret and readdress themes and episodes. These methods 
also assisted me, as a white artist/researcher, to consider an Indigenous based ‘side of the story’, 
as the colonised, and to think beyond the constructs of traditional Australian historical narratives, to 
avoid a strictly Anglo-based presentation, which is the viewpoint of the coloniser.
Writing from a learned perspective reminds me of the response to Smith’s text by Nicholas 
Thomas and Thomas Losche, (1999) who suggest that there was a lack of balance in Smith’s 
view. They offer what they define as a ‘Double Vision’, acting as a follow on from a single 
European vision, as a re-appraisal in addressing both colonial and Indigenous narratives. Although 
many have regarded Australian history as a case of ‘shared histories’, Thomas, in introspection, 
is careful to note that an Indigenous vision cannot be necessarily juxtaposed with a European 
vision, even though both were functioning within the same historical period. Thomas adds that this 
could perhaps be explained by the cross –cultural complexities of both Indigenous and European 
camps, that meetings were in fact often fleeting and limited, thus forming an European imaginative 
construct of ‘the other’ (Thomas & Losche 1999, p.5). This is a concept that I can identify in some 
facets of late 19th Century children’s historical literature, including British produced children’s 
encyclopaedias, which carry many presumptions and generalisations about Indigenous cultures of 
the British Empire.
2.5 Autobiographical and Life History Methodologies-Acknowledging External 
and Personal Influences
“A unitary history is a shared theatre of action and meaning, and it can be seen in two or more 
ways: the history of a strike can, for instance, be told from either the bosses’ or the workers’ point 
of view. Similarly, there are passages in colonial histories that are understood in different ways 
by the colonizing and the indigenous parties-as they are also, of course, perceived differently by 
groups within those parties, such as men and women.” (Thomas, 1999, p.4).
Throughout this study I have acknowledged the effects that personal and external influences have 
on my research approach. As Thomas suggests (1999) I have an  understanding of  history  that 
has been formed from my coloniser heritage as well as though my gender. This is also part of a 
social presumption that as a non-Indigenous artist (and history student) I  therefore cannot help 
but be conditioned  by my surroundings and to some extent by my upbringing. It is true that I 
would not be able to put myself in the position of an Indigenous artist, however, I may draw upon 
my experience as a teacher and observer within the Indigenous education community and to 
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come away with an acquired knowledge of local Indigenous history that allowed me to consider 
an Indigenous influenced stance. I was also influenced by the use of narrative and oral histories 
that the students and the Koori Elders in particular, use in their art practices. Indeed, I became 
acquainted with the use of Koori family and cultural stories and narrative as forming the basis of 
all Indigenous creative practice whether being in music, poetry and art. This opened up for me 
the possibilities of examining a reflection of my own family oral histories and implementing them 
into my art themes. The only difference in approach I would recognise, in terms of non-Indigenous 
and Indigenous narrative art, is that the Elders and students do not consider their work within a 
postcolonial mode as their culture is continuing and so does not recognise this historical paradigm.
In considering this state, I am reminded of Homi Bhabha’s (Bhabha, 2006, p. 252) statement on 
culture ; 
“Culture becomes as much an uncomfortable, disturbing practice of survival and supplementary-
between art and politics, past and present, the public and the private-as its resplendent being 
is a moment of pleasure, enlightenment or liberation. It is from such narrative positions that the 
postcolonial prerogative seeks to affirm and extend a new collaborative dimension, both within the 
margins of the nation-space and across boundaries between nations and people.’’ 
The nation-space of what we now know as ’Australia’ does not  exist or is recognised by 
Indigenous Australians except in the terms placed on their society by the colonisers who have 
created a constant state of survival,  my settler based-family history has never had to experience. 
This need for survival point of difference that sets each culture artistically apart, and offers 
what I perceive, as an unresolved political situation in terms of Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
reconciliation. I believe that currently there can never be a true artistic collaboration between 
the two cultures until the settler culture is accepting of its history. My treatment of history, I 
believe, addresses these episodes not only by referencing well known events and identities but 
also the more little known events that the majority of settler public is uninformed or unaware of. 
Furthermore, it is a politically based history of dispossession that sought to eliminate or assimilate 
a cultural identity- a view that has at least been agreed upon by members of the so-called black 
and white armband brigades of the dominant culture.
By coming to terms with past histories a settler culture is made uneasy about their present history. 
Aboriginal art is a political process and will continue to do so until all the ‘wrong doings’ of the 
colonisation process has been acknowledged. I do regard my art as expressing a political stance 
insofar that I can devise an underlying narrative that calls for Indigenous rights.  This stance can 
never be compared to the political stances of my Indigenous students and colleagues artwork, 
which contain the experience and legacy of inter-generational injustices.
I do reject, but nonetheless am intrigued by Ian McLean’s idea of the ‘white aborigine’ 
(McLean,1998)  in which he alludes to the notion of colonial and postcolonial artists taking up a 
pseudo- Indigenous identity. This is because I am in the position of working with the Indigenous 
community and so I believe that I cannot help but be influenced by these histories as they appear 
everyday in some form in my working environment-whether being an oral recollection by an Elder 
or within the subject matter of my student’s artworks. This acquired knowledge means that many 
of the themes in artworks may at first appear ambiguous to the viewer, as if conveying a viewpoint 
that was typical of the time, such as the 19th Century European ‘Noble Savage’ ideal.  However, 
by my parodying and somewhat over exaggerating these ideals and by accompanying the work 
with source and reference material in the form of a companion essay I hope that my intentions are 
clearly revealed and recognised by the viewer.
“These facts I found for myself; now I am trying to apply them. Knowing the New South Wales 
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Ranges well, I have tried to paint them with stark truth, copying the natives in eliminating the 
western idea of time and place. I am trying to show by form that it is not necessary to rely on 
colour to suggest any object. I know that art is of the mind and a picture replica of the mind’s 
vision.’’ (Preston   in Butel, 2003, p.82)
I have included this quote above by artist Margaret Preston because she is an excellent example 
of an artist who attempted to transverse cultural barriers to take on what she regarded as an 
Indigenous artist stance. Documenting her methods of approach, Preston looked to the motifs 
and designs of Indigenous art for her design and landscape applications. She also employed 
Indigenous designs within in her commercial work, including home furnishings and her “Cushion 
Cover Design” saw her work enter the domain of the modern Australian home. Preston’s painting 
notes explain her admiration and subsequent emulation of ‘their style’, as a new way of looking 
at the Australian landscape. Preston’s example ’Superimposed Feet’ is indicative of this style 
in which in the picture plane has been flattened out. By applying her own hybrid Indigenised 
methods, Preston believed that she had found a way to leave behind her Western art sensibilities. 
Given this, I believe that Preston still retained and maintained European Picturesque land 
conventions through rendered landscapes segmented by black outlines (via lino and wood block) 
to achieve her sought-after Indigenised effect. Preston also rotated the picture plane to an aerial 
view in emulation of desert art.
Left: Margaret Preston, Cushion Cover Design, Butel, 2003, p.68
Right: Margaret Preston, Superimposed Feet, Dutton, 1974, plate 127
Overall, I use Preston as a personal reminder of a non-Indigenous artist, who claims that knowing 
the landscape well, endows her with the ability to paint as an Indigenous artist. Preston thought 
she had ‘cracked the cultural code’ just by incorporating earth ochres and stripping the landscape 
back to segmented and flat areas of colour and form. In retrospection, we now acknowledged 
Preston for her interest in Indigenous art and her earnest attempt at traversing Western 
conventions but she is borrowing a culture to which she has no cultural or spiritual birthright or 
provenance over. McKenzie Wark writes on the culture of appropriation and that each successive 
culture is derivative of another -
“Its unique creation is a culture of appropriation, not of creativity. Our creativity is appropriated, 
always derivative. But our style of appropriation is a unique creation.” (Wark, 1997, p.157)
Art appropriation as Wark states (Wark,1997) is indicative of borrowing a cultural style which the 
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creator or author has no connections or cultural links to. Custodianship of specific Indigenous 
motifs and designs is a concept that I, together with my Koori colleagues, am highly conscious and 
respectful of. I recognise a lesson to be avoided within Preston’s appropriated Indigenous designs, 
which she tried to remodel into her own unique style. I have in the past been influenced by 
European Medieval art styles found in iconography, maps, book illumination and stained glass art, 
which like Preston’s methods suited my black outline stylistic conventions. But as discussed earlier 
in this chapter I do however remain a product of my time and am currently subject to a move back 
to a post -modernist figurative painting style, in the same manner that Preston was influenced by 
modernism.
My participation in Indigenous arts education has also dramatically altered my perception of 
Australian history, offering another viewpoint that was never examined during my secondary 
education. Like the majority of Australian school children of the 1970’s, most of my secondary 
social studies focused on the exploration of the land, highlighting exploratory and settler 
achievements. Examining Indigenous histories has provided me with the confidence to implement 
Indigenous subjects, not only within a social justice framework but also as a response to 
environmental issues.
Aspects such as these that relate to the transformation of the Australian social landscape have 
assisted in formulating my themes, notably through the concerns of current environmental 
practices. As a commuter to the Bundoora Campus of RMIT University, I have been able to 
observe first hand the spread of suburbia. This submerging of Melbourne’s green belt by mass 
housing developments invokes ideas surrounding the fashioning of the land in context to colonial 
practices. I liken these practices to those performed by early colonists, in which colonial Sydney 
and Hobart were constructed from a British town model. And so the latest modern Bundoora 
incarnations ironically have many Neo-Georgian architecture models (rather small condensed 
versions) reappearing on the landscape, as modern transplantations of British culture and tastes.
These typographical themes have remained constant within my art practice and I believe 
complement my colonial interpretations. Notions of land management and the constructed 
environment represent another way in which contemporary external practices have influenced 
my thought and perhaps have reinforced my ideas about land and identity. As an artist I feel that 
I cannot fully understand the notion of colonisation and settler society until I have observed a 
modern equivalent, particularly when the local landscape is concerned. Bundoora’s Mt Cooper, a 
frequent  theme in my work, previously served as a Wurrundjeri stone quarry but now is consumed 
by the new Mt Cooper Estate, an example of the land changing its identity though settlement 
processes.
2.6 Storytelling and Folklore and Family Oral Histories
Story telling is another important aspect of my work . It is facet of narrative inquiry that allows me 
to connect events and people within context of my timeline. These include utilising stories told to 
me in childhood by my grandparents. Adele Flood elaborates on the idea of creating a narrative 
from family histories - “ the storytellers, my grandparents are dead yet the stories remain. They 
are the connections I have with my family history and they are the historical conceptions I frame 
my personal discourse within.’’(Flood, 2002, p.99). This is a paradigm that I also identify within 
my students art processes. Oral histories and folk stories within settler cultures tend to glorify the 
pioneering aspects of settlement. Various feats of pioneer heroism involving overcoming extreme 
and rough land conditions are part of the Australian folklore and have been recorded in the 
popular fiction of Banjo Patterson and Henry Lawson.  Within my own research I have looked to 
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my own family oral histories for such stories and have discovered (and enjoyed) many tales that 
are somewhat exaggerated in their content. They are derived from the stories my grandparents 
would tell me and curiously a number of these detail ancestors lost in shipwrecks, abductions by 
Aborigines (or the blackfellows as my Great grandmother referred to the Wathaurong) and one 
mad uncle living as a hermit on Swan Island on the Bellarine Peninsula. 
My fascination with giant octopuses and squid stems from childhoods spent on holidays at 
Rosebud. My younger brother and I would spend days at the nearby by Le Seouf’s aquarium 
museum run by a family who had played an early role in the documentation of early settler life and 
contact with Indigenous peoples in the Murray River region. A veritable cabinet of curiosities, this 
dusty and cluttered museum housed an eccentric collection of aquatic and reptile displays, shells, 
marine oddities which appealed to my highly active imagination and sense of wonder of the natural 
and nautical worlds.
Other days at Rosebud were spent combing the beaches and on one instance we came across 
a beached octopus. In its post-mortem bloated-ness it seemed like a giant monster octopus, 
however, now in retrospect, it was probably only normal size, given my small stature. To add to my 
revulsion, my brother calmly pushed me onto it and I screamed in horror thinking that this creature 
would devour me. Years later at another holiday spot on Westernport Bay, I would take my revenge 
by throwing a bucket containing a tiny blue ringed octopus that we had collected, on to the hot 
bitumen road to inhumanely watch it fry. Thinking back now I’m amazed that my parents did not 
harshly discipline us considering that their kids had returned from the beach with a captive and 
potentially deadly blue ringed octopus.
Others family folk stories are more specific in premise taking the guise of a warning of wild 
creatures such as the kangarooster, a hybrid animal which would conveniently lurk in the bush 
each time I would go on a childhood fishing trip with my father, brother and grandfather. I also 
recall being told not to go into the bush alone or the “black fellas will get you’’. Robert Holden, in 
‘Bunyips, Australia’s Folklore of Fear’ relates that these stories were meant to install a fear of 
the bush so white children would not wander into the bush alone.
Only later in adulthood would I recognise a parallel with settler stories;  with Indigenous tales told 
to me by my students at the Indigenous Arts Unit.In particular, stories relating to the Gunditjmara 
‘Net Nets’ bogeyman of Lake Condah of the Western District, who would abduct children who 
came to close to the lake and the Dulligah, a Bunyip-like bush creature of Gunnai Gippsland. For 
instance, Holden (2002, p.55) relates:
“With such a hostile reception and finding themselves in such a strange land, it is no surprise , 
then, that a folklore of fear took hold-a fear of being lost in the bush; a fear of being confronted 
by something alien in that bush. And it was the bunyip that became the embodiment of fear of the 
unknown. In a land which was yet to generate the comfort of new traditions and family ties, and in 
an effort to prevent their children from straying into the bush or drowning in a billabong, or simply 
as a disciplinary device, parents appropriated its nightmare threat”. 
3.0 Personal Considerations
3.1 Reconstructing and Interpreting the past-Use of Indigenous Subject Matter
I sometimes contemplate whether I am painting primarily for a Non-Indigenous audience, because 
I believe there is a need for this type of social and historical narrative within contemporary non-
Indigenous art practice.  This is also a response to my belief that Indigenous themes and issues 
have been underused by Non-Indigenous artists.. I have also investigated current aspects of 
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national identity that have been recently re-examined in the press, academia and Australian non-
fiction writing and question the impact of colonisation through a pictorial narrative
The use of humour and satire is a stance that I feel comfortable working within and also enables 
me to challenge and question aspects of Australian history. It also allows me to express a personal 
view and/or political conviction within a satirical framework and to serve as a form of social 
commentary, examining historical and contemporary Indigenous issues.
I believe I have a strong cultural self -awareness as a Non-Indigenous artist working within 
Indigenous themes and that I respect Indigenous protocols in terms of cultural sensitivity within 
specific themes (i.e. The Stolen Generations and frontier violence)
‘’Australia is still a colonial culture because it remains two worlds: Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal.’’’ 
(McLean, 1998, p.154)
As a contemporary researcher, I cannot escape the fact that current postcolonial ideologies, 
alongside social class and moral values as previously discussed, will of course influence the 
way in which I view colonial themes. In contrast and consideration of Ian McLean’s statement, I 
question whether I am still part of a colonial cultural movement as I believe I cannot fully remove 
myself from the time I am residing in the hope of attaining a clear past stance.
I am reminded of this stance through a quote by biographer Lytton Strachey, writing on Edwardians 
writing on Edwardian times. Strachey claims that a historical researcher cannot be anything but 
subjective within their writings, if they are writing on a particular period of time, influenced by a 
modern viewpoint (Black & McRaild, 2000, p.99). In my research I have attempted to address my 
thought process, as open to influence, whether by current historical debates or past academic 
viewpoints. I mention both of these concerns, as my study is also a reaction to British and 
Australian late 19th and early 20th century popular publications, usually in the form of children’s 
school readings and encyclopaedias- as critical examples of both cultural and social ideologies 
of the time. This passage from the 1922 children’s encyclopaedia , ‘The Romance of Empire’ by 
W.H. Lang (Lang ,1922, p.3) is indicative of the forms of history views that were accepted at the 
time -
When the first white man landed there, Australia had had no human history, and that in itself is a 
part of its own peculiar romance. There is romance in its geological story, in the tale of the peopling 
of the great continent, in the early discovery of the old Dutch Voyages, in the manner in which the 
English re-found and took this jewel, solitary in the beginning and apart from all others still. It is 
romance how we found it, cut it and polished it, until to-day it stands, a great gem, flashing in the 
crown of the King’’ 
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Left: Cover of W.H. Lang’s Romance of Empire, 1922
Right: Sharon West, Monument to the Great White Mother, 2007
Views such as these have influenced my interest in how I consider Australian colonial history to 
have been contextualised under many guises including the notion of ‘bush romanticism’. Many of 
these views are offered as an act of benevolence from the viewpoint of the colonist, civilising the 
Indigenes for their own good. An example of Britain, as the mother country, guiding her children 
into a new ‘civilised’ state, formed from an Anglo reconstruction.
In response, I have re-addressed these books themes and companion illustrations within my 
art. The digital example ‘Monument to the Great White Mother of the Empire’ (2007) is a 
reconstruction of the colonial landscape. I have highlighted the ideas of a transplanted imperialism 
within my own version of a book front plate. This reworking features a large bust of Queen Victoria 
perused by three Indigenous figures.
‘‘Nor did any man, as the thousands of years rolled away and as civilisation spread, venture across 
the seas that had risen, to greet the child-like folk and teach them new ways and higher things.’’ 
(Lang, 1922, p.5).
Counter-factual history, a concept outlined by Black and McRaild in the historical methodologies 
class is another way to interpret history. I had been previously unaware of this concept, but have 
found that its concerns suit my way of viewing the past, as posing the question of the ‘what-if’ 
situation. I have applied this notion within periods of colonial history, imagining if critical events had 
been inverted- that the coloniser become the colonised, or historical figures such as King George 
III, as the great white father, paid a visit to his newest children of the Empire.(And imagining the 
reaction of the Indigenous inhabitants) This concept is also a reaction to Lang’s suggestion that 
the Indigenes were child-like, promoting Britain as wise and all knowing, ruled over by George III 
as the absolute embodiment of this thought. In reality, the king, despite his keenness to acquire 
land and subjects (after the loss of the North American colonies), never set foot on Australian soil, 
rather relying on his Imperial claims to instate his divine right of rule.
Another example is the inclusion of surviving giant mega fauna, which I have depicted in various 
works in the form of giant kangaroos and possums. This is a play on the notion of Terra Incognita, 
in which early explorers were venturing into what they perceived as the great unknown, unsure of 
the type of creatures that they may encounter. This use of a fantastical element in colonial history 
has also been examined by Jonathan Lamb in ‘Double Vision’, citing novels such as Jonathon 
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Swift’s ‘Gulliver’s Travels’ as an example of this premise. Lamb suggests that the Enlightenment 
first conceived the idea of the ‘Imaginary Voyage’, as an ideology that allowed the colonial 
imagination to project its own utopian fantasies and speculations onto the undiscovered landscape, 
that in reality, did not exist (Lamb cited in Thomas & Losche, 1999, p20). A false wonder for 
prospective travellers, who according to social commentator Lord Shaftesbury, corrupted the public 
of the time through monstrous accounts of monstrous men and manners.(Thomas & Losche, 1999, 
p21).
Unease about the morality of settlement has been apparent throughout the two centuries of 
European occupation of the Australian continent. In each generation people have expressed 
their concern about the ethics of colonisation, the incidence of racial violence, the taking of the 
land and the suffering, deprivation and poverty of Aboriginal society in the wake of settlement.Ó 
(Reynolds,1998, p.14).
Throughout my preliminary studies I have avoided becoming overly concerned with current 
applications of Australian historiography that have divided historians such as Reynolds, regarding 
the constitutional origins of nationhood and the level of injustices perpetrated on Indigenous 
people in the past two centuries. This is because I do not feel that I am experienced or qualified 
enough to offer an informed political judgement.  Although these debates are important to me 
personally and as a teacher within an Indigenous Arts Unit, this raises the question regarding the 
role of art as a political and social commentary.  By choosing to focus on the colonial, I am keeping 
within one time frame and as I have previously stated - writing from a modern observer’s point of 
view. Adopting a satirical stance allows me to appropriate past themes, focusing on the absurd and 
idealised, and adding a sometimes imagined history that is both counter-factual and working within 
a pseudo-historical framework.
4.0 A PICTURESQUE POSTCARD COLLECTION
The hybrid space of the picturesque is thus, also the space of colonialism-or the space which 
colonists desired.Ó (McLean, 1998, p35)
I have collected many vintage souvenir postcards depicting Indigenous figures that display a 
picturesque-like format. McLean (McLean, 1998) relates to the notion of the picturesque as ‘a 
hybrid space’ to which I agree has been formed to suit the European eye. The reconstructed 
Australian landscape has been re-designed to conform to Picturesque ideals and colonised by 
settlers who attempt to implant their concepts of space onto the land. The Indigenous people 
are then removed from the landscape to controlled space. Given this, I am also interested in the 
manner in which Indigenous people are depicted in the landscape within these examples whether 
as studio based reconstructions or within mission settings.
Ephemeral examples such as these are indicative of a ‘scenic’ imaging of the Australian 
landscape and I have used these cards for pictorial referencing within my compositional studies. A 
picturesque style can be identified through the use of asymmetry in the composition, and allows for 
a central viewpoint that could be a distance vista. An excellent example is the early 20th century 
card from Mt Buffalo depicting a view divided into a pleasing asymmetrical format. The dwarfing 
of the figures is deliberate as an attempt to highlight the grandeur of the vista. I am particularly 
interested in the positioning of figures in these cards , and  in the case of these two Lake Tyers 
examples The first depicts three Indigenous figures in a boat while in the latter only one figure 
appears- Perhaps serving as a visual comment on dispossession of the local Gunnai people. 
Another postcard from northern Victoria depicts a lone Indigenous sitter of Lake Moodemere, who 
is looking towards the viewer. This card evokes a somewhat gloomy and melancholy effect that 
could hardly be regarded as picturesque but rather as another example of tribal displacement. 
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Other examples portray an artificially created scene, placing the sitters into a reconstructed bush 
environment.
Mt. Buffalo,( Early 20thC), postcard, author’s collection
Lake Tyers, (Early 20th C), postcard, author’s collection
Lake Tyers, (Early 20th C), postcard, author’s collection
Lake Moodemere, (Early 20th C), postcard, author’s collection
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Overall, I have selected these examples in an attempt to emulate a traditional European pictorial 
format. This format is one that I feel instinctively comfortable working within in terms of allowing me 
to achieve a sense of balance and harmony within the picture plane, as prescribed by picturesque 
conventions. This manner has also enabled me to play around with composition to the point of 
contriving a scene to suit my Masters theme regarding the depiction of Indigenous people. I have 
placed my subjects into an introduced cultural framework (and refashioned landscape) that had 
been forced upon the inhabitants in the early days of colonisation.
5.0 PROJECT STRUCTURE
I have divided my art practice into two approaches containing both 3D and 2D media.
Two - dimensional Media
Thumbnail sketches/concepts roughs (Documented in a visual journal)Working/Preliminary 
drawings
Sustained Preliminary oil study and finished drawings (from selected preliminary drawings)
Sustained oil study
DVD story
Three - dimensional Media
Thumbnail sketched/concept roughs
A diorama format landscape, modelled with miniatures including figures, fauna and flora
Digital based prints derived from photographs of dioramas
I spent the first six months of research identifying chief areas of concern by researching the 
themes and sub-headings of my study and artwork. I collected various resource materials that are 
documented in a visual journal and I have defined three main themes that relate to both a literary 
and artistic interpretation. These will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. The thumbnail 
sketches were the first point in realising the structural and compositional of the drawings. These 
serve as a basic starting point, to jot down ideas in sketch form, working at the pictorial source and 
noting the placement of figures. From this work I translated the images into a much larger format, 
adjusting and adding details, providing an opportunity to work through the images to obtain what I 
feel will be a successful composition in terms of perspective line work and tone and shading.
5.1. Composition and Structure
The pictorial device that I have applied in my work is centred on a traditional use of perspective, 
by dividing the picture plane into three spatial picturesque devices -the foreground, middle ground 
and background. It is within each of these areas that I work out the space, placing and arranging 
various aspects of landmarks and landscape. In these works I have chosen to place the figures in 
the foreground, which is a device that was utilised notably in the works of John Glover and Eugene 
Von Guerard, who Gary Catalano refers to as a form of proto-Romanticism, “the wilderness as the 
true cathedral of Australia.” (Catalano, 1985, p. 52). This approach may also be identified in the 
style of the 19th Century German Romanticists, including Caspar David Friedrich, whose grand-
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scaled works portrayed small figures towered over by trees and hills, emphasising the scope of 
the landscape by devising a low horizon line that allows for a dramatic contrast of foreground and 
background. This example shows the figure juxtaposed against the landscape.
Casper David Friedrich, Rainbow over Alps (1822), Wolf, 1999, p.58
In my works, I usually have the central key figures existing on this plane, however, I also 
deliberately place the Indigenous figures in this space on par with their white counterparts, either 
engaged in interaction or observation. I have also chosen to place Indigenous groups within the 
middle ground space as passive observers overlooking the explorer landing parties or in the case 
of one work, strolling colonists. The notion of the strolling colonists I have referenced from the 
works of early Sydney artist Joseph Lycett, whose figures appear as though they are surveying a 
European estate/parkland, but are oblivious to the nearby Indigenous inhabitants. I often wonder 
if these pictorial devices are somewhat working within an unconscious level as though I wish to 
illustrate the Indigenous figures as though they existed on a different plane of consciousness. This 
use of metaphor suggests that the people were slowly disappearing from the landscape, residing 
further into the background out of sight from the colonists.
Joseph Lycett, Macarthur’s Estate on the Parramatta River, (1820) Berzins, 1988, p.75
I am also interested in the notion of Indigenous figures placed within a cultivated and 
Europeanised Australian landscape. Colonial artist August Earle’s example ‘A View of the 
Wellington Valley, New South Wales, Looking east from Government House‘, is one of the 
first works that interested me in terms of the depiction of an Indigenous inhabitant placed close to 
the  middle of composition within a settled landscape that has been refashioned into an estate. The 
figure appears somewhat out of place or perhaps lost. Earle’s work takes on a melancholic stance 
and functions on an allegorical level that suggests the past being consumed by the present. I use 
this device in my work ‘The Semi-Civilised Natives of Mr. Grange’s Estate’ .(Terra Fabricata, 
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2006) (see 9.15) where I have referenced colonial artist Robert Dowling’s work , ‘In the Time of 
Old Minjah’ depicting  a Koori family group seated in front of a Western District homestead.
Augustus Earle, A View of the Wellington Valley, Looking east from Government House, 
Hackforth-Jones, 1980, p.100
Robert Dowling, In the Time of Old Minjah, (1856) Cooper-Lavery, 2005, p.31
In other works, I have concentrated on Indigenous figures on the periphery as a response to 
Bernard Smith’s suggestion of an erased Aboriginality in Australian landscape painting, ‘‘ the 
people banished to hidden reserves, thus overlooked in the art of the Heidelberg painters’’. (Smith 
cited in McLean,1998, p.59) This notion can be supported by the fact that many of the people were 
not allowed to live in towns and were relegated to fringe camps. The prominent Melbourne colonist 
William Westgarth notes this social practice, commenting that Melbourne’s original inhabitants 
were banned from central Melbourne in the early days of settlement. (Paton, 1980, p.32).Geoffrey 
Dutton (Dutton, 1974, p.59) elaborates on this notion and suggests that the ‘missing aborigine’ was 
due to a scarcity in population;
It is odd that Tom Roberts, Arthur Streeton, Charles Conder and the other excellent artists who 
revitalized Australian landscape painting at the end of the nineteenth century should not have 
been more interested in painting the Aborigines. No doubt it is partly that they were working from 
impulses generated in Europe, but the real reason is probably that, like most Australians, they 
hardly saw any Aborigines. 
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Nicolas Thomas supports this notion by suggesting that the diminished appearance of the 
Aboriginal in art was due to the style of the Heidelberg school, which focused on themes that were 
actually witnessed in the landscape (Thomas, 1999, p.91). If this was the case, then it can be said 
that the marginalisation of the Indigenous population in the latter half of the 19th Century, not only 
held grave social implications but also resulted in fashioning an artistic movement that pictured 
a Melbourne landscape devoid of an Indigenous presence. This realisation presents a concept 
that I can address in my own work, in a manner to re-imagine the landscape as retaining a strong 
Indigenous presence.
5.2 Painting, Sculptural and New Media
In terms of technique and paint application, my painting style is based around a narrative in which I 
devise a scene that combines both figures and landscape. The medium that I have employed is oil 
on canvas as this material allows for a flexible application. These scenes have been executed in 
both a figurative and naturalistic manner that is based on a scenic viewpoint, usually overlooking a 
site of historical interest, with figures relevant to the site placed within the foreground, acting out a 
moment of contact.
Many of the artworks offer a snapshot of an established settlement with the Indigenous inhabitants 
residing on the periphery of the scene, to give a deliberate impression of dispossession and 
exclusion. I have also translated this material into 3D form, composed of various dioramas 
containing miniature figures in a constructed landscape. I have worked previously in this medium in 
the 2003 work ‘Cook’s landing at Botany Bay welcomed by a Giant Koala‘. This work parodies 
the concept of the museum diorama, a genre  which was popular in museum exhibits of the past, 
including the Melbourne National Museum, displaying plaster native figures in bush settings. This 
display format was also utilised during the Great Exhibition of 1880, at the newly built Exhibition 
Buildings, as an example of native culture and crafts. In my study, my intention was to parody the 
idea of the historical diorama by arranging absurd characters alongside fauna and fauna, in an 
attempt to produce a pseudo –historical scene. This modelled based art form has been followed by 
photographic compositions taken from scenes of these dioramas and then transferred onto large 
format to digital prints. This last process represents an ongoing evolution of my art practice ranging 
from traditional based painting mediums to new media.
Sharon West, Cook’s Landing at Botany Bay welcomed by a Giant Koala, 2003 (Detail)
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6.0 THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF PAINTINGS
We remake the land in our own image so that it comes in time to reflect both the industry and the 
imagination of its makers, and gives us back, in working land, but also in the idealised version of 
the landscape that is a park or garden, an image both of our human nature and our power. Such 
making is also a rich form of possession’’. (Malouf, 1998, p.47)
Re-imagining the Australian Landscape is a reworking and re-interpretation of the pre and post-
contact landscape, representing my own version of ‘possessing the land’ as novelist David Malouf 
suggests.(1998) My work provides me with a sense of personal ownership of the land that I 
portray although many works are set in different time frames.  That is to say, that I am asserting 
my identity as an artist who knows the land through a native birthright but is also presenting an 
idealised version that continues to exist in my consciousness.
My research project was about relating colonial visual and literary source material within a 
postcolonial method of artistic application. The concepts and visual language that I have 
implemented within this body of work relate to my research question, asking how information can 
be used to demonstrate a postcolonial view of the relationship between settler and Indigenous 
peoples. I have identified three key concepts within my research:
1. Constructs of the Other - Terra Incognita and fabulous creatures. The Noble Savage and the 
assimilation of Indigenous land.
2. Re-imagining the Colonial Landscape.
3. The Constructed Picturesque and Bush Romanticism –A painter’s delight and reinventing a new 
England.
6.1  Constructs of the Other
Constructs of the other, is concerned with examining how Indigenous people have been depicted 
within colonial art. I work within a counter-factual mode that allows me to visually question the 
notion of ‘what if?’ Two examples I have examined within my painting themes have included 
suggesting ‘what if Indigenous people were the dominant culture’ or what if fabulous creatures 
such as bunyips and giant octopuses existed. I do play on the concept of folklore but within a 
white cultural framework that suits the term of Terra Incognita - the unknown land - where fabulous 
creatures were thought to inhabit the Great Southern Land.
My application of a historical narrative has allowed for a visual playfulness in constructing a picture 
plane with scenes enacted out by 18th and 19th players. I can choose to work within an allegorical 
stance that is made up of a personal visual language or I can offer a symbolic representation.  
These works also offer a perception of how I react to the colours of the landscape, noting the 
manner in which colonial artist such as John Glover portrayed the landscape with an influence of 
European light, colour and spatial sensibilities.
6.2 Savage Romanticism
Within my research I have examined many examples of post contact depictions of Indigenous 
peoples. The late 18th Century watercolour works of convict artist, Joseph Lycett, offer a 
compositional relationship within tone and colour between the Indigenous figures in the foreground 
and the background landscape. Lycett’s work ‘Natives Spearing Fish‘, portrays the dark skin 
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of his Indigenous figures against a delicately rendered landscape. Lycett’s landscapes evoke 
reminiscences of English landscapes using a toned down and subtle colour palette. The native 
trees are neatly rendered in curving lines signifying a tamed and ordered land, as opposed to 
the reality of the Sydney and Tasmanian landscape. This effect over emphasises the skin tone of 
his subjects as though Lycett was trying to highlight the otherness of the land solely though the 
depiction of its Indigenous inhabitants.
Joseph Lycett, Natives Spearing Fish, (1820) Hoorn, 1990, plate 7
Within my own work, I seek to highlight the Indigenous presence within the landscape but 
not in the manner that Lycett selects, as subjects depicted as harmonious figures within their 
environment, and suiting a stylistic convention that could be considered as savage romanticism- 
a concept that appealed to the Enlightenment movement and supported the notion of an 
‘otherness’ in humanity. This is a curious aspect of Australian colonial art and I often wonder if 
these early artists, including John Glover, would exaggerate their landscape by constructing an 
overtly Indigenous presence for the excitement of their London audiences and clients? Glover’s 
‘Aborigines Dancing at New Brighton‘, is an excellent example of the use of contrasting 
dark skinned figures against a wooded landscape backdrop. This treatment has Noble Savage 
connections of man being in harmony with nature, although in reality, perhaps it served as a 
convenient smoke screen for the dispersion of the people through systematic land possession and 
colonisation.
John Glover, Aborigines Dancing at New Brighton, Hansen, 2003, pg 132
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The overt nakedness of Lycett’s and Glovers early sitters perhaps symbolises the figures as 
being the original and native inhabitants of the land in direct contrast to their overly dressed 
and tailored European counterparts. In some of my works, I want to parody the notion of heavy 
European costume (and naval uniforms) in an unsuitable climate. Clothes that were designed 
for colder Northern climates would become sweatboxes in the Southern hemisphere summer. I 
often wondered what the Indigenous inhabitants would have thought about such strange apparel, 
whereas their seasonal wardrobe would be confined to a possum cloak for winter. In my work, 
‘Keep off the grass’. (Constructing the Picturesque, 2006)  (see 9.11)) I have considered the idea 
of the Eora people of Sydney wearing colonial cast offs .ST Gill’s satirical sketch, ‘Native Dignity‘ 
illustrates this practice, dressing his dandified figures in mismatched rags. This was a common 
sight around early Sydney town and particularly supported by the Governor’s wife, Elizabeth 
Macquarie, who was known as a great promoter of modesty and keen to clothe the native 
inhabitants. This was not for climatic reasons alone but to remove the sight of a naked native body 
on Sydney’s streets. As a form of ‘civilising her natives’, this act not only parodied Indigenous 
society but is indicative of Mrs Macquarie’s misunderstanding of Indigenous culture.
S.T,Gill, Native Dignity, Dutton, 1974, plate 80
Another practice enforced by the colonial authorities of the time involved the distribution of 
blankets on the King’s birthday. This event has also been depicted in my work ‘Celebrating King 
Billy’s Birthday’ (Journeys in Identity, 2005) (see 9.35)) referencing the great corroberree of 1836 
in celebration of William IV’s birthday. The Kulin people who came into the new township for the 
event were presented with government blankets on behalf of an absent ruler who resided half way 
around the world but also as a false sense of benevolence on the part of the colonisers. This act 
also served as an early example of assimilation in encouraging the Indigenous people to discard 
traditional ways.
6.3 The Noble Savage as Museum Exhibit
The great exhibitions of the 19th Century saw the introduction of dioramas depicting re-creations 
of native scenes. The great London Colonial and Indian exhibition of 1886 contained exhibits from 
each Australian states and the South Australian stand featured a native encampment diorama 
fashioned from plaster and imported foliage including an Indigenous figure, modestly attired in 
a cloak, so as not to shock Victorian English viewers. This exhibit was visited by Queen Victoria 
herself and the occasion was commemorated in the press with an engraving of the scene showing 
Victoria looking over the indigenous figure. This meeting was Victoria’s closest contact she would 
have to Australia as she never did visit and it is bizarre that the image depicts her looking over 
the exhibit in curiosity. The novelty aspect of an Indigenous bush encampment supported the held 
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belief of a disappearing race. The accompanying exhibit handbook makes little mention of the 
people, briefly describing the Indigenous people population of Victoria.
‘’The existence of the few that still remain alive has no political or social significance whatever. The 
race will probably become extinct in the course of a few years.’’ (Hayter cited in Thomson, 1886, 
p.23)
The postcard example showing a Koori encampment was a Melbourne Museum exhibit on show 
until the early 1980s. Other exhibits of Indigenous domestic scenes, which postcards were also 
produced, were installed at the Museum of South Australia, featuring figures engaged in fire 
making and activities. It was shocking to think that contemporary culture considered Indigenous 
as part of an ethnographical collection, and still alluding to the ‘dying race theory’ as suggested 
by Hayter (Hayter, 1886) in his statement. Although the main objective was perhaps to serve as 
an instructive and educational  display of Koori domestic life .Dioramas such as these shown in 
museum conditions add to the a taxonomic idea of classification of objects in the same manner as 
nearby tableau’s depicting various groupings of stuffed bird and mammal species.
Museum of South Australia Post Cards (1950’s)
Left: Native encampment, postcard, (1940’s), Melbourne Museum, author’s collection
Right: Queen Victoria visiting Colonial & Indian Exhibition, (1886), McKenzie, 2001, p.549 
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6.4 Re-imagining the Colonial Landscape
In re-imagining the landscape I do not offer a complete work of fiction, even though my works 
may appear pictorially contrived in respect of the placement of figures and landforms. I still work 
from historical sources whether being a colonial engraving or a primary document. Gleaning my 
understanding from sources that exist in colonial history provides me with an overview and a visual 
understanding of the depiction of the early landscape and settler and Indigenous inhabitants.
The vision I present in these works is wholly subjective expressing a view formed from my own 
life experiences. My professional work within Indigenous arts, as mentioned in previous chapters, 
thereby acts as my biggest influence and my relations with students, Elders and Indigenous 
colleagues fashion my current social and ethical views on the present state of Indigenous 
relations. The period of post-contact is a difficult history and one that cannot be lampooned or 
satirised in the manner that I treat many of my other themes. Instead, I have selected some of the 
general concepts dealing with connection to land (and dispossession) and offer what I believe to 
be a personal, moral stance questioning the impact of colonisation. I believe my figures serve to 
highlight a strong Indigenous presence in the colonial landscape.
6.5 The Constructed Picturesque and Bush Romanticism
The notion of the picturesque and bush romanticism is an enduring theme in Australian landscape 
painting. Bush melancholia was a settler construct that alluded to lost child romanticism and also 
represented a culture yet to come to terms with a new, untamed environment, thereby holding on 
to memories of a green and managed English landscape.
I have considered the notion of the picturesque in which Indigenous figures, as I have suggested, 
were sometimes incorporated, as a decorative device into the picture plane on the periphery. 
This device is evident in John Cotton’s early arcadian -like engraving, ‘Native bathing scene on 
the Yarra Yarra River’. The Indigenous figures rest on edge of the composition as to suggest a 
postcard view which evoke romantic notions of the Noble Savage, and of man in harmony with 
his surroundings. Ironically these idyllic surrounds (and inhabitants) would soon dissolve as the 
colonisation of Melbourne reached out along the river.
John Cotton, Native bathing scene on the Yarra Yarra River, Dutton, 1974, plate 83
In these works I have referenced the visual aesthetics of the European Romantic art movement, 
using an overtly contrived landscape, considering a balance in spatial relationships between the 
figures and the foliage. I have also experimented with the picturesque device of an asymmetry 
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in nature, by deliberately placing trees and figures on each side of the picture, and resting on 
a traditional plane containing an identifiable, foreground, middle ground and background. In a 
number of works I have also heightened my palette colour key.
The picturesque was the artistic tradition in which I was brought up, and I remember clearly the 
shock with which I suddenly became conscious that it was only one of the many aspects of reality. 
(Hussey, 1966, p.2)
Within my artistic practice I follow a tradition of picturing the unreal: a state of unreality that in 
a sense expresses a constructed world that exists in its true form in the natural world but is 
nonetheless altered and arranged to suit my pictorial belief systems. My sense take the form of 
Australian landscapes per se, but are organised to suit my idea of the landscape that has been 
formulated and condition by social visual sense of balance in harmony and colour and also as an 
understanding of place. My work is an extension of my mind’s eye which has also been influenced 
by external sources including overseas travel and also through exposure to European landscape 
painting. My view has also been preconditioned by an artistic tradition in the same manner in 
which Hussey (Hussey, 1966) relates to, providing one reality from a world which has many 
versions of what we perceive as reality. 
For any place to have psychological meaning then it needs to be both available to everyday 
life (tangible to the senses) and to have the potential for deepening (capable of triggering the 
imagination). It is not the unique or special physical aspects of a place per se that confers the 
psychological significance, it is what happens or has happened there. (Russell cited in Cameron, 
2003, p.150)
I may also attribute this artistic approach partly to a learned stance laid out in childhood and later 
enhanced by formal art school training. I relate to David Russell’s (Russell, 2003) observation 
of a psychological meaning of place in terms of imagining the visible and invisible present in 
the landscape. In some ways I apply this aesthetic through picturing a landscape that exists 
physically though is somewhat underpinned with a personal and psychological meaning. My 
artwork is another perception of a place in time and history fashioned through childhood notions. 
This can be partly explained by a childhood fascination with the narrative based paintings of 
Frederick Mc Cubbin and Tom Roberts whose sentimental pioneer images, which I recall, were 
fashionable in the 1970s. I also admired the paintings of Arthur Streeton and Arrente artist Albert 
Namitjira both whose popular prints adorned the walls of my Nan’s house and so many other 
Melbourne suburban houses during that time. I was enamoured by the realism present in these 
artworks which I considered in the same manner of the pretty landscapes of another of my art 
heroes, English artist, John Constable. I perceived the natural realist style as ‘real’ art and now on 
reflection am bemused by my early and perhaps immature stance, which was to be drastically re-
modelled later on during my formal art school training.
6.6 Reinventing a New England
Another point of consideration regarding the attitude of landscape is whether the newly arrived 
colonial non-native painters such as John Glover and Eugene Von Guerard viewed the Australian 
as an Antipodean version of nature to which Picturesque conventions of the sublime and the 
beautiful could be accorded. The early settlers desired a sense of order in the landscape as an 
attempt to emulate the visual pastoral aesthetics of their British landscape counterparts. They 
introduced English gardens and planted European trees and hedgerows in an attempt to provide 
a reminder of home and to also soften the harsh light and scraggly tree nature of the landscape. 
Inspired by the landscape programmes of Capability Brown, the British picturesque notion of a 
view and a pleasant prospect were sought after conventions resulting in cleared and manicured 
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landscaping. A tamed landscape would somewhat removed the danger and mystery of the 
bush thus creating a civilised and contrived landscape devoid of Indigenous foliage and more 
importantly of Indigenous inhabitants. New towns like Melbourne became an appropriation of a 
provincial English town, where planned city grids and trees removed and swamps and creeks 
diverted for the creation of trees and dwellings and parks. This act did indeed create the realm of 
the English make-believe, except that its first citizens were now landless and thus banished to its 
peripheries, as a form of out of sight and out of mind.
6.7 An Observed Reality?
David Hansen suggests that colonial artists like John Glover battled between depicting an 
observed reality with a pictorial convention. (Hansen, 2003, p.96) The fashion for a tastefully 
constructed landscape that emulated the style of Claude Lorraine of the French Romance 
movement (whom Glover was a follower) presented a visual version of romance narrative poetry 
made famous in Britain by the Lake District tradition. The sentimental prose of the Lake District 
poets, William Wordsworth and Henry Longfellow, supported early 19th Century tastes for the 
unworldly, rustic and pastoral. John Glover followed this rustic approach implementing picturesque 
devices such as a felled tree in the foreground and undulating vistas as employed in the previously 
discussed example, ‘Aborigines Dancing at New Brighton‘. (see image) Glover’s figures 
function on an unworldly level as well, without any sense of an acknowledgement of the viewer. 
The otherness of these figures in their nakedness and dark skins may have appealed to Glover’s 
British audience, further evoking the ‘noblesse oblige’ romantic notions of the 19th century.
This form of a passive figuration appeals to my own use of figures and subsequently I have 
modelled the majority of my figures as passive onlookers. I believe that our contemporary 
perception of the urban landscape is still influenced by earlier conventions. The Melbourne 
northern suburbs of my childhood were once sheep and cow grazing lands, and before that open 
grass plains dotted with giant red gums. Its remnants are now hidden by mid-density housing. In 
comparison a similar process was in place two centuries century earlier in the English landscape 
during the Industrial Revolution where landscapes were cleared for mining and manufacturing 
industries. Later on would see the invention of a pastoral and rural romantic movement heralded 
by eminent artists such as William Morris whose Arts and Crafts movement sought to evoke the 
pastoral of pre –industrial England. Similar artistic moments, such as the Heidelberg School in 
north eastern Melbourne, worked in once open landscapes bordered by the Yarra River, Darebin 
and Merri Creeks. Now replaced by suburbia, it is hard to recognise the original sites of artistic 
inspiration. A similar clearing was carried out in the forests of Gippsland, felling the big trees and 
fern gullies that were so much admired by day tourists and artists alike, as outlined in an earlier 
chapter. 
I still retain in my memory of the landscape of a pre-developed Mt. Cooper and my work still 
concentrates on the earlier landscape during Indigenous occupation. This landscape never 
contained bushy glades or densely wooded bush as the northern suburbs of Melbourne contained 
large open grasslands.  The landscape of nearby Heidelberg did not conform to the Claudian 
prospect of nature as suggested in the works of Claude Lorraine, but did appeal to the realists of 
the Heidelberg School who revelled on the golden summer vista backed by the blue mountains 
of the great divide. A generation earlier, John Glover also recognised the sparse grass lands of 
his Tasmanian landscape that were also backed by blue hued and undulating mountain ranges. 
Glover himself described the Tasmanian landscapes as ‘‘a type of gentlemen’s park moderately 
wooded by small clumps of trees as if planted by the hand of man to ornament an estate’’. ( Glover 
cited in Hansen, 2003, p.96) The reality would have been the same case in Melbourne, as the 
landscape was the result of managed fire stick farming by the Indigenous people, designed to aid 
their hunting and not some accidental English country estate.
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6.8 A Painter’s Delight
The association of any prospect of travel with the search for the picturesque became so entwined 
women artists destined for the colonies might fancy themselves as global ‘pilgrims of the 
picturesque’’. (Jordan, 2005, p.45)
A need to tame the landscape and to remodel it into manageable surroundings of a colonial vista 
and to achieve what Tim Bonyhady  (Bonyhady,1991), describes as a ‘ painters delight’ can also 
be attributed within a picturesque mode. Moreover, the land should ideally function as a successful 
and aesthetically pleasing landscape which contains carefully contrived spatial and formal 
arrangements. Christopher Hussey refers to this approach as the ‘painters view of nature - “where 
even classical and gothic ruins have a sense of place among the grand oaks and elms, backed by 
sweeping mountains vista‘’. (Hussey, 1966, p.9) Ironically, the quest for a picture postcard perfect 
landscape within a European construct would have been difficult to sustain, given the sandy soils 
of the coastal area and the hard clay soils of the interior. Indeed, it was recorded that early Sydney 
Town was almost abandoned due to poor soil quality leading to consistent crop and stock failures.
6.9 An Indigenous Picturesque
Was the Euro-centric reshaping of Australia’s landscape merely employed as a cosmetic disguise? 
And did the combination of original landscape features with an introduced mode; attempt to 
produce a hybrid and appropriated version? The notion of an Antipodean picturesque has been 
recently examined by Caroline Jordan, (Jordan,2005) who in ‘Picturesque Pursuits’, suggests 
that the Picturesque persisted as feminine pursuit in a young lady’s education. Examples by 
women artists show that they were also interested in capturing the original inhabitants of land 
apart from the usual staple of delicate wildflower watercolour studies. In 1838, Adelaide artists 
Martha Berkeley and Mary Hindmarsh each painted a watercolour scene of the first dinner given 
to the Kaurna people by Governor Gawler. Both artists have applied a picturesque spacial device 
that separates the landscape from the figures. These examples are surprising finds for myself as 
a woman artist as they signify that women were also interested in social observation, apart from 
landscape work, even though their work has been historically overshadowed by the works of their 
male contemporaries.
Left: Martha Berkeley, First Dinner given to the Aborigines, (1838) Jordan, 2005, p.138
Right: Mary Hindmarsh, First Dinner Given, (1838) Jordan, 2005, p.239.
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In considering the concept of the constructed Picturesque landscape, I also wish to reference the 
manner in which Indigenous people were portrayed in the photographic art of that time. When 
we look back at early Victorian studio photos and images captured at Healesville’s Coranderrk 
Aboriginal Reserve we see a contrived scene of carefully posed sitters complemented with fake 
foliage and painted Picturesque backdrops. In some instances, including images on souvenirs 
postcards the sitters are depicted holding weapons or craft items. Jane Lydon’s excellent study of 
Victorian Indigenous photographs offers a melancholy journey of dispossession and manipulation 
of a culture, which the authorities tried hard to maintain a a ‘tribal’ look, though most of the sitters 
lived in government stations. Some of the images  such as the example, Annie Ries-Loddon 
Tribe, suggest that the photographer himself was trying to fit the sitters into a scene in an attempt 
to evoke a state of ‘otherness’ to the white viewer. In reality, these images actually portrayed a 
culture that was slowly being assimilated into the white landscape, whose domestic artefacts and 
weapons of war were now ornamental and destined for the burgeoning Healesville day tourist 
trade.
Left: Thomas Farmer and wife at Coranderrk , (1870) Morrison, 2002, p.239.
Right: Annie Ries-Loddon Tribe, Lydon, 2005, p.142
6.10 A Borrowed Culture and Inverted Landscape
Its unique creation is a culture of appropriation, not of creativity. Our creativity is appropriated, 
always of elsewhere. But our style of appropriation is a unique creation’’. (Wark cited in Hudson 
and Bolton,1997, p.152)
My artwork serves an appropriation of the history of the Australian landscape in a mode that has 
the pre-colonial past over layered with the postcolonial present. As an interchange of time and 
place, the settler past is imagined in the present, while acknowledging an underlying Indigenous 
Heritage. Historian Joan Kerr refers to post-modern artistic counter-colonial imaginings ‘‘as a form 
of colonial quotation art for contemporary white artists top re-examines and understand the past’’. 
(Kerr,1999, p.232) I regard my artworks as a form of quotation art because I have utilised he past 
and have places it into a changed context and from a viewpoint that can only be perceived from a 
modern stance. 
As previously discussed, I apply a traditional European perspective pictorial format, but this does 
not mean that I have a strictly European influenced view of the landscape. I am product of a multi-
generational settler heritage that is neither wholly Indigenous nor European, and a heritage that 
Valerie Brown refers to as inheriting a sense of place but one that is not theirs. (Brown cited in 
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Cameron, 2003, p129) This heritage, I believe, lies somewhere in between these two cultures 
and in spatial terms, relates back to Ian McLean’s statement that ;the Picturesque artists sought a 
landscape that was wilderness in the first plane and a cultivated land in the foreground’. (McLean, 
1998, p35)
In considering the legacy of a settler heritage, Joan Kerr identifies what she perceives as a current 
trend within the Postcolonial movement of artists who identify with their black subjects and in turn 
‘‘view all black subjects as good and white colonial as bad.’’(Kerr, 1999, p.236) The post-colonial 
constructs and thematic variations that I have employed, offer an alternate history, rather than as 
an exercise in what is morally considered as good or bad. I have considered Kerr’s view insofar 
while examining the contemporary reshaping of the landscape. This includes the continuing 
development of the land for housing estates and commercial purposes. I regard this development 
as ‘bad’ because it is sometimes applied with a disregard for the Indigenous and environmental 
heritage of the landscape.
I have examined the notion of the post- modern Melbourne housing estate in the painting ‘The 
Balmoral’ (Journeys in Identity, 2005) (see 9.31)which is based on a house on the Mt. Cooper 
Estate. This building was once the nurses quarters of the Bundoora Homestead estate and was 
built on the site of a Wurrundjeri Balluk stone quarry. The recent re development of this land I 
regard as a further example of the transplantation of European culture, and thereby serve as 
an ongoing colonial reworking of the landscape. The title of this work alludes top a current trend 
employed by housing developers in naming their display homes and estates after English and 
Scottish places. These include estates with names such as ‘Burnside’, “Glenbrook’ and the 
‘Grange’, and the housing styles that include ‘The Westminister’ and ‘The Devon’. As well as being 
totally irrelevant in structural terms in complementing the Australian landscape, The Balmoral 
is also reminiscence of red brick Victorian architecture suggesting a poor or work house. I have 
juxtaposed this house with Bundoora’s traditional owners, who remain on a traffic island, isolated 
from their surroundings.
Mt. Cooper also features in other works that examine the concept of landownership and 
acquisition. The painting ‘Master Smyth’s first riding lesson’, (Journey’s In Identity, 2005) (see 
9.37) depicts an earlier version of the Bundoora Homestead in a surrounding landscape that was 
cultivated to breed  racing horses by the Smith family. Another Mt Cooper example, ‘Surveyor-
General Grimes measures up the megafauna of Keelbundoora’ (Journey’s in Identity, 2005)
(see 9.24) depicts early surveyor, Charles Grimes, measuring up the landscape, including a giant 
kangaroo which alludes to the megafauna that once roamed the area. In the background I have 
constructed a view of Mt Cooper, a now extinct volcano.
The concept of Grimes surveying the land is connected to the latter land acquisitions by John 
Batman and his party in 1836. I equate the recent land sales in Bundoora as a latter day version 
of earlier land speculations (or land grabs) by Batman, Fawkner and their Port Phillip association. 
The new settlers perceived the land as profit, though Batman’s treaty was later overturned by 
the crown which was devised not for the protection of the dispossessed Indigenous inhabitants, 
but rather to stop the financial gain Batman and his associates would reap. The crown needed to 
assert control of the land for its own profits. William Lines in his chapter ‘camping ground for profit’ 
from ’Taming the Great Southern Land’, comments on the commercial ideologies of the early 
land grabs and the actions of the newly-formed squattocracy.
Private property triumphed over the landscape, in which the land had been corralled and 
strategically carved out though enterprise and commodity’’. (Lines, 1999, p.82)
The land existed to make money. I equate this ideology with the Australian tradition of owning 
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your own quarter acre block. Overall, I perceive the development of the remaining greenbelt of 
Bundoora within my own mode of bush melancholia, and lament the loss of the natural state of 
the land in favour of commercial enterprises and dense housing projects. In the construction of 
a painting, I do try to imagine the natural state of the land, including the once numerous giant 
red gums and the great kangaroo hunting grounds of the Keelbundoora grasslands before white 
settlement. 
 
7.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
7.1 Colonial Views
‘‘The governor’s plan with respect to the natives was, if possible, to cultivate an acquaintance with 
them without their having an idea of our great superiority over them, that their confidence and 
friendship might be more firmly fixed.’’(Bradley cited in Flannery, 1999, p.55).
The texts that I have chosen reflect my current focus of study. I have started with primary texts 
that document early colonial history, including William Bradley, a naval officer of the first fleet, 
who describes the life and conditions of early settlement, and the log book notations of Matthew 
Flinders, and his observations of the land and the people of Spencer’s Gulf and Bass Strait.
These examples have also been my chief sources for the past few years in which I have gleaned 
anecdotal and episodic accounts that have formulated the basis of my pictorial narratives. Bradley, 
in particular provides us with descriptions of the Eora people of Sydney and the new conditions 
that they were forced to accept. The settlement was under the direction of Governor Arthur Phillip, 
who according to many sources, took on an almost paternal view of the people, concerned with 
their welfare and safety, particularly in the company of the first fleet convicts. These sources also 
serve to validate my argument regarding the misrepresentation of the Indigenous inhabitants 
by the colony’s first social commentators, as these compilations of observations, and official 
government and naval despatches were relayed back to Britain, to supply information on the 
progress of colonisation. Reports such as these, also served to gauge the state of the Indigenous 
population, as case studies and source material for anthropological investigation, and for social 
analysts to determine the nature of Indigenous society from an Enlightenment ideological 
perspective.
‘‘Is it enough to set foot on a plot of common ground, in order to be able to call yourself at once 
master of it? Is it to be enough that a man has the strength to expel others for a moment, in order 
to establish his right to prevent them from ever returning? How can a man or a people seize 
an immense territory and keep it from the rest of the world except by a punishable usurpation, 
since all others are being robbed, by such an act, of the place of habitation and the means of 
subsistence which nature gave them in common?” (Rousseau in Hutchins, 1952, p.394).
I have also focused attention on the European Enlightenment, notably the writings of Jacques 
Rousseau and his Noble Savage ideals. Rousseau writes on the origins of social inequality, 
relating to what he perceives as the two states of humanity- the civilised and the savage, outlining 
the positive and negative characteristics of each society. Rousseau’s work, I believe, is crucial 
reading for me in gaining an initial understanding of the manner in which 18th Century Europe 
perceived itself in the world. These perceptions subscribe to the belief that though humanity, in 
each of its distinct societies, co-exist with each other, some are more developed and advanced 
than others. Rousseau is also concerned with notions of sovereignty in context to land ownership 
and habitation. I have over-layered these ideals with British Imperialism and the expansion of the 
empire. This is a reference relating back to Rousseau’s belief that laws should be established 
to defend what he considers as the disadvantaged of humanity (savage peoples) from the ever 
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expansive advantaged.(the Europeans)
7.2 Notions of Kingship and Empire
Another concept I have gleaned from the idea of empire is the introduction of a head of state that 
assumes rule over the newly acquired lands but resides in the ‘mother’ country. Britain’s great 
age of empire expansion in the 18th and 19th centuries established many sites (and states) of 
co-habitation between two distinct cultures. This is in contrast to Britain itself, a culturally mono-
society mostly composed of an Anglo-Saxon majority and headed by a royal house whose cultural 
lineage had barely changed since the Norman invasion. Within Britain’s empire expansion into 
Africa, the Indian Subcontinent and the Pacific, the reigning monarch would then assume rule 
wherever the colonies were established, invested as a virtual mother or father figure of the ‘child-
like’ Indigenous inhabitants. I use the term ‘child-like’ because as even as late as 1939 Victorian 
secondary school  history readers still referred to Australian Aborigines as ‘children’. The  text 
book example ‘Two Centuries of Change’ written by the curiously over –qualified W.K. Hancock 
(Sometime Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford and Professor of Modern History at the University 
of Adelaide and now Professor of History at the University of Birmingham )provides quite a 
paternalistic illustration of the ‘black peoples’ of the empire. In this passage the author employs a 
strange Industrial Revolution metaphor-
’’Often these black peoples have suffered from the old ‘let us alone’ idea of liberty. ‘Let us alone’ 
the white men said, ‘to sell them whisky and to take their land’. This is what the early settlers in 
Australia said. Just as, in the first factories, liberty for the employer meant slavery for the children 
so, in Africa and Australia, liberty for the white settlers has often meant slavery and suffering and 
death for the primitive black peoples. In the factories, the law had to intervene before the children 
gained a share of liberty. And many of the black people’s are just like children’’ (Hancock, 1939, 
p.71)
The text also includes a teacher’s notes section which surprisingly adds an almost apologist 
stance from the author who states that – ÒI do not want to take advantage of my position as a 
teacher or to force my convictions into the minds of childrenÓ.(Hancock, 1939, p164)) One would 
wonder here Mr. W.K. Hancock’s true convictions lie given his prestigious academic resume.
Bett-Bett, the little Princess around whose merry life the story is built up, is just as typical and 
quaint a little savage as could be drawn, and equally true to nature are the older children, for just 
as Mrs. Gunn reveals to us, Australian savages are mentally only overgrown children.’’ (Baldwin 
Spencer in Gunn, 1905, p.7)
School readers such Mrs Aeneas Gunn’s ‘The Little Black Princess of the Never-Never’, 
1905, promote attitudes evident in many of the readings I have examined. Some claim an almost 
saviour-like attitude towards the Indigenous people, as a misinterpretation of their living conditions 
to be primitive in relation to European standards. The children’s encyclopaedia,’The British 
Empire in the 19th Century’, 1897, refers to ‘the savage and ignorant natives’ and the land 
itself- “in showing no traces of former dwellers who played any part in the advance of civilisation’’ 
(Sanderson, 1897, p.142). An aesthetic assertion that Victorian intellectuals such as John Ruskin 
followed, in terms of believing that a society could only be measured by the ruins it left behind.
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Cover of Mrs Aeneas Gunn, The Little Black Princess of the Never-Never, (1905)
Texts such as these are yet another example of British Imperialism, though as a modern reader, 
we may now recoil in disdain and sometimes laugh at the regular occurrences of cultural faux-
pax and generalisations. These texts are however, invaluable for their source material, to gain an 
understanding of the social beliefs of a hundred years ago. The accompanying illustrations are 
also fascinating as they are idealised. I noticed that the nakedness of the natives is discretely 
hidden by back-view poses so as not to shock Edwardian sensibilities. The figures have also been 
illustrated, adorn with tribal markings which I am not certain are accurate representations.
I have also compiled examples of these late Victorian and Edwardian depictions in my visual 
journal not only as future reference materials but also as an exercise of comparison with other 
period illustration styles and approaches. This compilation I hope will enable me to recognise 
a common artistic approach and to question whether these images were sourced from 
anthropological studies, particularly within the depiction of regional tribal dress and ornamentation. 
In relation to my own artistic practice, however, I do not depict any form of body ornamentation, as 
I do not wish to depict a cultural practice that may be ritually based and/or gender specific and not 
suitable for non-Indigenous viewers. As previously discussed, I do apply regional dress, such as 
possum skins, but avoid skin markings and decoration as this may allude to specific clan totems 
and motifs.
7.3 Romance and Melancholia in the Colonial Landscape
I am also interested in the notion of the ‘melancholia of the colonial landscape’, a reference to what 
Ian McLean considers as a transfiguration by civilisation, in which Indigenous life is destroyed, to 
make way for the new (McLean,1998, p. 18). In turn, the civiliser looks back at the land and notes 
the emptiness of the landscape he has created. Such views held links to the European Romantic 
movement, as a civilising by European man of the wild and exotic, resulting in the ‘taming’ of the 
landscape and its original inhabitants.
I refer to these examples as they constantly re-appear throughout my reading, as a form of lament 
for the past, through sentimental children’s readers as Mrs.Gunn’s or through Lang’s view on 
Australia’s ‘peculiar romance’, who ends his ‘Geological Romance of Australia’ chapter in The 
Romance of Empire, with a melancholic lament to his Aboriginal friend, Wellington- Well, good-
bye, old ’Wellington’, and with you good-bye to your ancient, simple race for ever, and for ever, and 
for ever. Farewell thee well!! (Lang, 1897, p.14).
Though expressions of melancholic affection for the Indigenes such as these are quite patronising, 
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in my own work I wish to offer a form of pictorial melancholia as a lament for what is about 
to disappear and as prelude for things to come. This means that by arranging a scene that 
is based on historical accounts, I can add in subject-matter that symbolise the past, such as 
tribal encampments, animals and uncleared bushland, and in terms of change, depicting the 
expressions and bodily gesturing of the Indigenous subjects, reacting to new forms of weapons, 
dress and facets of the introduced landscape such as buildings and formal parklands.
7.4 Imperialism
Make your country again a royal throne of kings; a sceptred isle, for the entire world a source of 
light, a centre of peace’...amidst the cruel and clamorous jealousies of the nations, worshipped in 
her strange valour, of goodwill towards men’. To achieve this England ‘must found colonies as fast 
and as far as she is able, formed of her most energetic and worthiest men; seizing every piece of 
fruitful waste ground she can set her foot on, and there teaching her colonies that their chief virtue 
to be fidelity to their country, and that their first aim is to be to advance the power of England by 
land and sea. (Ruskin cited in Girouard, 1981, p.222).
The notion of a British Imperialism, I believe, acts as the common thread that connects all of 
these subheadings. All of these sources have subscribed to some of form of Imperialist thought, 
whether as an underlying basis of Romanticism and melancholia, expressed through Victorian and 
Edwardian literary and art forms, or as a facet of the Nationalist movement of which intellectuals 
such as John Ruskin advocated in their social commentaries. Ruskin, hoped that colonisation of 
the South Pacific would expand the empire, as a way of preserving the monarchy in response to 
European republicanism. Ruskin equated royalty with stability, although he saw his ‘Sceptred Isles’ 
possibly through two many rose coloured lenses. A vision of harmony and order in nature and an 
adorned landscape that he hoped could be projected onto the lands that were colonised.
The ‘ harmony’ aspect relates to the European notion of Savage Romanticism but in reality was 
really a controlled sociological and environmental exercise on the part of the colonisers who 
on one hand, would initially admire the land, believing Australian to be indicative of man in his 
natural state and what Sanderson refers the land itself as ‘‘equivalent to ‘Virgin soil’, unaffected 
by his notion of a civilisation’’.(Sanderson, 1897, p.142) Given this admiration, the Europeans, on 
the other hand, would clear the lands to suit their cultivation and housing needs. This is another 
example of European society taking control of the landscape and projecting his morals, ideas and 
belief structures onto a different society, a naive idealisation of another culture.
7.5 Kingplates
The king plates were an attempt to legitimise the procedure whereby regal status could be 
bestowed by the British but became, instead, degrading symbols of colonialism, engendered from 
the values of the conqueror and inflicted upon those whom they oppressed and whose ‘kingdoms’ 
they were in the process of stealing’’.(Behrendt cited in Cleary, 1993, p.19)
In examining further notions of Imperialism, I have referenced Tim Cleary’s ‘Poignant Regalia’, 
an study of Aboriginal breastplates and history and have been subsequently have been inspired 
to rework the concept. In doing so, I have reconstructed various plate’s titles and inscriptions 
that were initially intended for Indigenous wearers. Initially referencing Augustus Earle’s 1826 full 
length portrait of Sydney Eora man, ‘Bungaree, A Native of New South Wales‘, kingplates were 
fashioned on British military gorgets and were gifted to Indigenous people in phoney recognition of 
their appointed hierarchal positions in colonial society. I have considered an inversion of this theme 
and in doing so have replaced the Indigenous sitter with their white contemporaries in an attempt 
to understand this form of colonial oppression and racial degradation that Berendt (Behrendt,1993) 
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has suggested. I am particularly interested in the terminology and specific inscriptions of the plates 
themselves and as part of my visual inversion have applied Koori slang to the plates in describing 
their subjects.
Augustus Earle, Bungaree, A Native of New South Wales, (1826) Cleary, 1998, p.8
Governor Lachlan Macquarie was the first government official to institute king plates during a large 
public meeting in Parramatta in 1815. As an appropriation of colonial portraiture miniatures, I have 
examined the gentry portraits of convict artist, Thomas Bock, including the miniature ‘Portrait of 
an unknown gentlemen‘. This example would have been produced as a keepsake as well as 
a vanity portrait. I have implemented the format of these portraits including the use of a slighty 
turned pose and in turn have attached kingplates to the wearer with uncharacteristic inscriptions.
Thomas Bock, Portrait of an unknown gentlemen, Dunbar, 1991, p.52.
Overall, these two themes are the final point of consideration in my research, as a measure to 
look back over my work, to see if I can identify any of these traits in my landscapes and portraiture 
work. Through the use of colour, and form and the depiction of the figures, I will consider the state 
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of melancholia as an underlining expression of colonial history. However, my work acting as a 
counter-factual response to this, underpinned with a satirical premise to allow for an alternative 
outcome.
7.6 A Postcolonial Historicism
He sent his father a postcard. It was a coloured photograph of a stone memorial to a local heroine, 
a housewife who had fought off savage Aborigines while her husband was away from home.’’ 
(Drewe, 2001, p.64)
In my research, I have also examined contemporary examples of Australian postcolonial fiction. 
I feel a similarity in the manner that I approach my art themes with the writings of Andrew Mc 
Gahan’s ‘White Earth’ (2006) and Robert Drewe’s ‘The Savage Crows’ (1976) who both re-
examine and juxtapose relations between settler and Indigenous peoples in colonial Australia, 
combined with semi-biographic subplots.  Although the authors may have successfully immersed 
the plot in another time frame, this genre of writing still expresses a subjective and modern 
viewpoint in the same  manner of my own work, when I attempt to illustrate the conditions of a past 
time. Our modern ability to gain easier access to historical sources has enabled the writer/artist the 
luxury to mould and reconfigure historical events into storylines and themes to suit reader/viewer 
modern tastes as well as social and moral sensibilities. 
‘‘No one knows exactly how many of them there were. But when your father arrived, you were 
standing there screaming at them, scared out of your wits by the black men. They were naked, 
someone told Malcolm, and all painted up. I guess they were the first Aborigines you’d ever seen. 
But your father knew them, it was those damn trespassers again, all naked and wild, threatening 
his boy. And he had his gun. It’s no surprise what happened. Some of the other men even joined in 
(McGahan, 2004, p.348)
Applying this post modern construct in the arts is a also a product of the time we now live in, which 
like the Victorians and the Georgians before them, regarded their respective generations to be the 
most enlightened of all time. This genre approach also allows us to question the development of a 
white Australian cultural identity, which as expressed in most of current literature, evolved and was 
also somewhat ‘won over ’ to the detriment of the Indigenous inhabitants.
In portraying historical narratives via previous histories assists me in gaining and forming a 
personal perception of modern history. The writer/artist reconsiders historical events through a 
retelling, which may serve as a warning that past wrongs should never be repeated.  Karl Popper 
states that history may repeat itself but never on the same level, especially if the events concerned 
are of historical importance ,and if they exert a lasting influence on society’’.(Popper,1976, p.71).
Australian modern historical fiction is the result of a colonial legacy because it has been fashioned 
by modern ethics and moral codes that have evolved throughout history. Drewe and McGahan’s 
flashbacks offer a moral stance of regret of the actions of earlier settler peoples and in an analysis, 
and in some instance offer an apology for the destructive effects of white colonisation
8.0 Conclusion
The main objective of this research project has been to relate the source material with the method 
of artistic and practical application. Overall, the concepts and approaches I have highlighted, 
reinforce my initial artistic concerns, allowing for a detailed account of the process to be 
implemented. In my research question, I have asked how information can be used and displayed in 
a way, which demonstrates a postcolonial view of the relationships between Settler and Indigenous 
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cultures. In fact, I consider this project as a new method of approach by a non-Indigenous arts 
practitioner in analysing historical material in a manner that has been used in the past, through 
Victorian narrative and Picturesque art, but one that I consider to present as a reconstitution of 
these ideals, and from a modern postcolonial perspective.
I have examined the concept of the British Empire, but in turn to also highlight the consequences 
that evolved for the Indigenous inhabitants. This very concern sets my art works apart from 
the Anglophile 19th Century narrative tradition, as my work is comprised of a form of social 
commentary and satire that challenges the ideas and belief structure of British Imperialism and 
Nationalism.
A key objective of this study has been to develop both my artistic practice through a Masters 
project, incorporating a studio-based component supported by a research-based exegesis. 
This approach has enabled me to create a series of concepts that have been gleaned from my 
‘knowledge-base’ that has evolved through research. This process has supported the formation of 
my themes that have then been expressed through the act of making art. This links directly back to 
my research question as art is an ideal media for conveying historical information. Unlike academic 
research, visual artistic expression can bend the rules or distort or even fantasise the portrayal of 
history by adopting a subjective and invented stance (in my case) without fear of factual conjecture 
or ridicule. My artworks therefore depict fantasy worlds that are indeed based on real worlds but 
exist within an accepted art-based framework.
This creative process has also allowed for a considered reflection and introspection within aspects 
of my own cultural identity. Although I examine the concept of the colonial past from historical 
and secondary sources, it is nonetheless paralleled against my own perceptions of racial identity. 
Indeed, as a post-modern viewer I can never authentically place my consciousness back into the 
colonial past, nevertheless, I can imagine the past from a settler view. I have demonstrated this, 
I believe successfully within the works such as ‘The Great White Mother’ (2006) by overlaying 
Indigenous land with a white figure, Queen Victoria, whose historical legacy is still active within the 
monarchy today. 
My settler ancestry, I believe , still remains active within my psyche because it was a stance in 
which I was brought up and perhaps conditioned with via a 1970’s education and also through 
national celebrations such as the bicentennial of Cook’s landing in 1970. I fondly recall receiving 
a faux gold coin, produced by the State Bank, commemorating the event. Invoking memories 
such as these may be similar in the manner in which my Koori colleagues and the Elders still 
carry the memories of Koori oral history, and notably the  tragic events such as the massacres 
and assimilation policies. In retrospect, it was perhaps the celebration and adoration of Cook 
that remains vivid and constant in my childhood memories together with a fascination for Cook’s 
cottage in Melbourne’s Fitzroy Gardens. This strangely placed monument was Melbourne’s only 
link to Cook in the somewhat Sydney dominated celebrations. Other artworks such those which 
reference naval hero, Lord Nelson, and the various works on the early explorers, also demonstrate 
my European heritage, to the extent that assumes that the land, before settlement, had no heroes 
(or histories). So in turn, Australian history basically started from 1770 onwards and as Dixson 
states in ‘The Imaginary Australian’ -‘‘it is a history based on an identity formed from a European 
‘fragment’ society.’’ (Dixson, 2000, p26) Overall, I think the term an ‘imaginary Australian’ can 
be relevantly applied to my art themes. In my constructs of have imagined an identity that did no 
longer or perhaps never existed. It has provided me with free range to express or perhaps invent 
an Australia that no longer holds ties to Europe both culturally and psychologically. An art-lead 
republic if you like.
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9.0 ARTWORK OUTLINE: Themes and Sources
9.1 Mr. Batman exclaims, Now I’m the King of Port Phillip’’.
Conte pastel on paper, 2004
This work is sourced from the primary text, Bonwick’s Life of John Batman edited by C.E Sayers 
(Bonwick in Sayers,1973). This text forms a collection of anecdotes and reflections from Batman’s 
contemporaries, including John Fawkner and George Evans, taken by Bonwick thirty years after 
his death and the founding of the settlement. These observations provide insight into the character 
of the man, his plans for use of the newly acquired land and the rivalry with John Fawkner, in 
determining who was the actual founding father of the settlement.
I have set the scene on the banks of the Merri Creek (then named as Batman’s Creek) depicting 
Batman celebrating the signing of the treaty with the other emissaries involved, including three 
servants and seven Sydney Koories who were employed as go-betweens with the Wurrundjeri, a 
naïve detainment considering both parties spoke a different Koori dialect. I have shown Batman 
toasting his accomplishment, wearing a possum skin cloak, which was a gift presented to him by 
the Wurrundjeri. It was at these celebratory drinks that he was overheard to announce that he 
was now ‘’the King of Port Phillip‘’, an exclamation that perhaps alludes to the British notion that 
possum skins were vestments of royalty -an assumption that Koori society were headed by Kings. 
In the far side of the creek, I have depicted the Wurrundjeri, who are all looking over the goods that 
were presented in exchange for land.
In the actual text, it was documented that both sides participated in a celebratory corroboree, 
However, in contrast, I decided to illustrate this as a scene of separation of the two parties, by 
dividing the drawing into two distinct camps, to invoke a sense of distance between the two 
cultures.
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9.2 Messrs Latrobe and St. John on the hunt in Fawkner Park, 1843
Conte pastel on paper, 2004
The source of this work has been taken from Phillip De Seville’s ‘Port Phillip Gentlemen, a study 
of Melbourne’s early establishment, including one of the leading gentlemen of the time, Governor 
Latrobe . This scene is an appropriation of Governor Latrobe and magistrate, Major St. John, off 
on a recreational ride through Fawkner Park. It was during this period that gentlemen packs were 
established for hunts around the Williamstown area with imported fox hounds and horses (De 
Serville, 1980 p105).
As a gentlemen’s sport, hunting was yet another carry over of British tradition transplanted on to 
an Australian landscape, substituting kangaroo and emu in place of the fox and grouse. In this 
work I have depicted Latrobe on the hunt for kangaroo as I thought that this aspect of colonisation 
would make a ludicrous scene in which the new arrivals are hunting on horseback, the European 
way, while the Indigenous inhabitants, the original hunters and camped in the background of the 
park, watch over the spectacle in puzzlement.
After working through the compositional structures of this work, I later realised that this scene 
could also work on another level through an underlying sub-theme, alluding to the frontier wars. 
It was reported during this period of time, that the Indigenous people of the Western District and, 
indeed, Van Diemen’s Land, were being hunted down or driven deeper into bushland by mounted 
squatters and land-hungry speculators. Though the extent of this practice has remained ill defined 
in historical documentation, I thought that this premise might serve as a reference for future 
study, to investigate a way to depict the displacement of Koori life through an allegorical pictorial 
construct.
For this study, however, I have kept to the theme of an afternoon’s hunt and concentrate on the 
placement of figures in relation to the structure and space of the landscape.
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9.3 Baudin presents Napoleon and Josephine with his recent acquisitions 
from his voyage to Nouvelle Hollande, 1803.
Conte pastel on paper, 2004
Josephine’s Garden at Malmaison, Duchess of Hamilton, 1999, p.8
Together with the drawing of Latrobe on the hunt, this work is presented in a frieze-like 
composition, allowing for a long landscape format that has enable me to compile a panoramic 
view of the scene. This theme has been sourced from images of the gardens of Josephine and 
Napoleon at Chateau Malmaison, Paris. (Duchess of Hamilton,1999 ). I first found this source 
through the engraving Jospehine’s gardens featuring an Antipodean menagerie in a French garden 
setting. This idea was intriguing, given that many attempts had been made to export Australian 
flora and fauna by the British, and now Josephine and Napoleon had managed to successfully 
create an Antipodean garden.
I have also sourced a text that illustrated the garden and the documented the French scientific 
voyages that made the garden possible. These included Nicholas Baudin’s expedition to South 
Australia, which documents that he was successful in bringing back a pair of live King Island 
emus, a species now extinct. (Duchess of Hamilton,1999, p187)  I have included these birds in this 
composition, alongside two kangaroos, black swans and a lone Aboriginal figure. This figure is not 
representational of any historical figure, but rather I thought that that France’s Antipodean import 
industry may have included a few human ‘specimens’ as though they may have been considered 
on the same naturalistic par of the flora and fauna. I have reinforced this concept by placing 
the figure in procession with the emus and kangaroos, dressed in his cloak for Josephine and 
Napoleon to admire. On the far right hand side, I have depicted Baudin and one of his assistants 
carrying black swans, as offerings to their voyage patron. In Europe, the ownership of white swans 
were traditionally the domain of royalty, and so I thought that it was an interesting inclusion that 
Napoleon, as a self appointed emperor, would be presented black swans.
In this landscape I have also added some Australian native trees that flank the ornamental lake, 
signifying a small piece of Australia transplanted in Europe. A concept in opposition to my other 
works that concentrate on the transplantation of European culture onto Australian soil.
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9.4 A monument proposed to commemorate the landing of Cook at Kurnell, 
Botany Bay, 1820.
Preliminary drawing-Pastel on paper, 2005
Oil on canvas, 2006
This work imagines a monument that was never built at Cook’s landing place at Botany Bay. I used 
as a chief source a bust of Cook that I purchased at a garden ornament centre, and wondered 
what it would look like if I was to pictorially enlarge and install it into an English-styled ornamental 
garden, serving as the ultimate monument to the explorer. An outsized bust such as this would in 
someway over- emphasize the British presence by towering over the viewers and the remaining 
Botany Bay inhabitants, as an exercise in British nationalism, to celebrate a hero figure.
This work was also inspired by Graeme Davison’s suggestion that a cult of hero worship was 
present in Colonial society, keen to memorialise Cook, Flinders and Nelson. Davison outlines 
the need by Colonial society “to hold on to links with the mother country, and to encourage this 
Nationalist fervour through the erection of statues and monuments”. (Davison, 2001, p38). In 
fact, plans were advertised in 1822 to install a suitable monument to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the landing, The monument never eventuated though a statue of Cook was later 
installed in the Sydney Domain in 187
Another notion I wanted to express in this work was the displacement of the Cadogan people 
of Botany Bay in the years following settlement. In this work I have them living in a fringe camp, 
hidden from view of the strolling visitors behind introduced European trees. The monument area 
has been landscaped into an English park- like setting of neat hedgerows and grass as I imagined 
it as a popular day excursion for the colonists to pay homage to Cook as the discoverer of the 
colony. I was also inspired by Ian McLean’s suggestion of the ‘hybrid space of the picturesque’, as 
a space which colonialists desired serving as an ideal aesthetic for representing the redemptive 
scene sought by colonialism (McLean,1998, p 35). I have also added a suggestion of disregard for 
the monument by deliberately placing on top of Cooks’ head, two Koori figures, who look over the 
landscape to the new town of Sydney.
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9.5 Cook appears to Flinders and his party as he prepares to land at Arthur’s 
Seat, 1802.
Oil on canvas, 2005
This work is a response to 18th Century engravings commemorating the life of Cook. I have 
selected two engravings, ‘The Apotheosis of Cook‘, by Ramberg and Weber, which depict 
Cook’s passage to heaven assisted by angels. These engravings sought to immortalise Cook, 
who, in the popular imagination of the time, was a great national hero who met with a tragic death 
in the South Seas, at the hands of savages, and in the service of his country.
Johann Ramberg, Frontpiece of a New System of Geography, (1787) Smith,1992, p 234 
John Weber, The Apothesis of Cook, (1784) Smith, 1992, p. 234
I thought I would present Cook as an apparition appearing to Flinders who is about to disembark 
for the first time on land within Port Phillip Bay. Cook appears as a welcoming figure, urging 
Flinders on, and to take up where he left off in terms of claiming the land for Britain. Flinders 
appears startled and holds up in his hand a document proclaiming the land as ’Terra Nullius‘, as a 
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land devoid of people. This confirmed British beliefs that the land was there for  the taking for the 
King.
In the far right hand side, I have added a giant octopus, pulling the jolly boat back into the sea, 
which may be interpreted as a sign of nature’s defiance for this act. In fact, the octopus also 
symbolises a sea monster, an unknown terror that was thought to inhabit the South Seas. In the 
far left hand side I have drawn two sets of images that I am yet to resolve. The giant kangaroo 
represent mega-fauna, alluding to unknown wonders, and the other depicts a Koori family flanked 
by animals as a reference to Rousseau’s Noble Savage ideas. I was also considering surrounding 
the Koori family with a set of classical ruins as a reference to John Ruskin’s belief that great 
civilisations are judged by their architecture. The composition in this work is quite complex, and so 
to translate this composition into a larger oil work will require further reworking and adjustments.
9.6 Afternoon tea with the natives.
(Later renamed Capt. Flinders high tea, Indented Heads)
Conte pastel on paper, 2004
Oil on Canvas, 2006
This work is based on accounts from Matthew Flinders Log book of his1802 voyage on the 
Investigator to chart the South Coast of Australia. The Investigator reached the mouth of Port 
Phillip Bay on 26th April and according to Flinders, sighted a landmass that he named Indented 
Head. (Flinders in Flannery, 2000, p111). A landing party was despatched and it was during this 
stay that Flinders encountered the Wathuarong who appeared to the group while they are having 
dinner. I decided to turn this meeting into a picnic –like scene, intended to appear as though 
Flinders and his men were taking afternoon tea with the locals, complete with checked picnic rug 
and fine china.
This concept plays on the notion of the English idea of a high tea, serving as another introduction 
of British customs onto foreign soil. I have played around with placing the figures and still need to 
resolve the foreground space. On the periphery, I have included a giant possum, as representative 
of mega-fauna, which is observing the scene from behind the trees.
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9.7 Picnic at Bear’s Castle, Whittlesea
(Later renamed Mr Ruskin paints Bear’s Castle, Yan Yean)
Oil on Canvas, 2005
This work is based on Bear’s Castle, a folly built in the last century in bushland near Whittlesea. 
I have referenced the ideals of the Neo-Classic and Romantic traditions promoted by art 
commentator, John Ruskin, who I have depicted as the artist in the left hand corner. Ruskin was 
attracted to classical and gothic ruins of Britain and the continent and stated that the ruins left 
behind could be the only measure of a great civilisation.
9.8 A Family Portrait
Oil on board, 2006
Early Colonial family portraits inspired this work. In this portrait I have placed an Aboriginal child 
dressed in European clothing as reference to the practice by early colonists to adopt and civilise 
these children. The background is comprised of a formal English garden centred by a neo-classical 
rotunda.
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9.9 Castle ruin on the Maribyrnong
Graphite on Paper, 2005
This is a preparatory sketch for a painting. The watercolours of English Romantic artist Paul 
Sandby who specialised in British ruins and pastoral scenes influence this work. I have entertained 
the idea of a ruined castle lying on a promontory in the Maribyrnong where it widens in Keilor. I 
then imagine the surveyor, Charles Grimes, who explored the Maribyrnong (Saltwater River) in the 
early 1802’s, rounding a river bend then spotting this unlikely Antipodean feature.
9.10 Mr. Glover’s Nile Chapel, Deddington, Tasmania
Graphite on Paper, 2006
This sketch centres the Neo-Classic chapel within the picture plane, surrounded by the Tasmanian 
bush. In the left side I have depicted John Glover painting his chapel flanked by the Mills Plain 
Aboriginal people.
I visited this place in 2005 and was surprised that the chapel had remained standing and 
resembled Glover’s original image.
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9.11 Keep off the grass
Oil on Canvas, 2005
At the lowest end of the scale of colonial society, and the inheritors of clothing were the Aborigines. 
Once contact was established between European and Aborigines one of the European’s first 
desires was to see them decently clothed’’. (Sanders cited in Broadbent and Hughes, 1992, p150)
This work is referenced from early descriptions of the Domain, Sydney, a public park landscaped 
with English plants and statues. The Eora people in this scene have been displaced from their land 
and now live in the park. The group is overlooked by statures of British naval heroes- Matthew 
Flinders, Lord Nelson and James Cook-a reference to the transplantation of British culture. The 
central Eora figure is a wearing cast off uniforms that was a common site in early Sydney as 
Sanders suggest to provide modesty. (Sanders, 1992)
9.12 A happy native family of She-Oak Hill, Port Phillip District
Oil on Board, 2006
William Blake, A Family of New South Wales, 1793, Vincent-Smith, 2001 p 6.
This scene is taken from Batman’s Hill (now Docklands) that was also known as She-Oak Hill. 
In the years following settlement a ban was placed on Koori people from living within the new 
towns precincts. In this work, I have placed the family on the outskirts of town, as fringe dwellers. 
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A nearby shepherd looks on in bemusement. I have sourced the image from William Blake’s 
engraving ‘A Family of New South Wales‘, which Vincent-Smith  states is full of  ethnographic 
interest although the figures features have been somewhat Europeanised. This could be attributed 
to Blake making the engraving from an earlier sketch by Govenor Phillip Gidley King.
9.13 Mr. Repton unveils his new addition to the Landscape
Oil on board, 2006
This work depicts John Nash and Humphry Repton who were both famous for their grand 
landscaped gardens and Palladium houses of  late 18th Century Britain. The Picturesque 
landscape fashion included a semi-rural and rustic effect and in this work I have imagined 
incorporating an Antipodean import as the latest accompaniment to the landscape. The nobleman 
looks on in delight at the completion of his commission.
9.14 Love thy neighbour
Oil on Linen, 2005
This work references the relationship of Batman and Glover who held neighbouring lands in Mills 
Plains, Tasmania. The relationship, according to Glover’s letters, was somewhat acrimonious 
as Glover was concerned about Batman’s rough treatment of the people. He refers to Batman 
as ‘’a cheat and a liar and a murderer of blacks’’. (Hansen,2003, p203) Glover’s artworks never 
pictured Aboriginal and settler figures together, so this work also redresses this by highlighting the 
presence of Aboriginal people within both the fore and middle grounds with the figures of Glover 
and Batman enclosed within the centre of the scene. This work also visually interprets an excerpt 
from Glover’s diary depicting a heated dispute over a planned road that would link their properties.
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9.15 The Semi-Civilised Natives of Mr. Grange’s Estate
(Later renamed Tower Hill goes off, Western District)
Oil on Canvas, 2006
This image was inspired by the 1856 painting ‘Minjah in the Old Time’ by Robert Dowling and the 
photographs of Fred Kruger which present front-on portraits of Koori family groups. I was inspired 
to rework the Dowling example after seeing it in the exhibition ‘Town and Country-Portraits of 
Colonial Homes and Gardens’ at the Latrobe Regional Gallery in 2005. In the catalogue essay, 
curator Jane Clark describes the painting as exceptional among Australian landscapes for its 
portrayal, together in one image, of a specific homestead, and a group of Aboriginal people. Clark 
considers Dowling’s choice of title alluding to the idea of a passing era- Dowling intended his 
painting as an historical document, a record of a people who were mistakenly believed at that time 
to be ‘a dying race’’. (Clark cited in Cooper-Lavery, 2005, p.15)
 
The scene depicts a Koori family who have been displaced from their land by the new squatter 
class to make way for their sheep runs and grand homesteads. The family is wearing government 
blankets that proved no substitute to the waterproofing offered by traditional possum skin cloaks. 
I later re-worked this painting, adding an erupting Tower Hill in the backdrop. This is in pictorial 
reference to the once-active volcanos of the Western District and a new and unexpected eruption 
signifies as an allegory of nature reclaiming its land.
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9.16 John Batman as the King of Port Phillip
Oil on canvas, 2004
A smaller companion work to 9.1 Mr. Batman exclaims ‘Now I’m the King of Port Philip’. In this 
rendering Batman is pictured wearing a possum cloak given to him at the signing of the treaty by 
the Kulin people.
9.17 King Billy sits for his regal portrait.
Oil on Linen, 2005
A reference to the photographic work of Fred Kruger and Antoine Fauchery who documented the 
Kulin people as noble savages through stylised studio portraits. The accompanying example of 
Thomas Farmer and his wife and child was taken at Coranderrk reserve around 1870. This image 
also influenced my  later work , Capt Jack returns to his estate, through the pose and the sitters 
European dress.
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9.18 Koori women offering their wares to a promenading couple
Oil on Linen, 2005
This scene is set in Melbourne’s Botanical Gardens, originally the site of an Aboriginal school. The 
women are weaving from the pond grasses and offering lyrebird feathers for sale. Lyrebird feathers 
were a fashionable hat adornment of the time. 
9.19 The Foundling
Oil on Linen, 2005
The source for this work derives from my family oral history that told of a child lost in the bush near 
Bright in the late 1800’s. The child was never found. There was talk that the child had been taken 
from the porch of the family homestead by the Aborigines. Ironically, the local police employed 
local blacktrackers in the search. My family’s story is an interesting point in case because of its 
racial overtones. These stories could have served as a cautionary warning that the new land 
is dangerous(in comparison to the tamed English landscape)and is to be feared. This fear, I 
believe, could have also been directed towards the Indigenous inhabitants who apparently in the 
imaginations of the settlers, sought reprisals for their loss of land by stealing white children. 
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9.20 Babes lost in the bush
Oil on Linen, 2005
Postcard early 20th century, author’s collection.
An elaboration on the Victorian melancholy postcard theme of children lost in the woods. The 
notion of lost children is an enduring theme in Australian folklore literature and Peter Pierce 
suggests that an underlying subtext exists within the popularity of these narratives in the 19th 
Century and may be attributed to European migration –
‘‘Symbolically, the lost child represents the anxieties of European settlers because of the ties with 
home which they have cut in coming to Australia, whether or not they journeyed here by choice. 
The figure of the child stands in part for the apprehensions of adults having sought to settle in a 
place where they might never be at peace. (Pierce, 1999, p.xii)  
In this example, I have constructed an Australian bush setting with Aboriginal onlookers whose 
intentions appear ambiguous. Are the blacktrackers searching for the children? Or are they would 
be abductors?
9.21 The lost children saved by a Yowie, Bright
Oil on Linen, 2006
William McCleod, Tracked, Pierce, 1999, p 67
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In this artwork the lost children have been recovered by a yowie who offers warmth and protection 
from exposure. Robert Holden comments that ‘Ýowie was thought to be an Aboriginal term for 
hairy man and belief in their existence was the strongest in the mountainous , forested areas of the 
coast of south-eastern Australia. (Holden ,2001, p.48)  This particular yowie is a friend of the local 
Bright tribe. I have juxtaposed the image with an early illustration of a blacktracker discovering a 
lost child,  
9.22 John Batman and party meet the kangarooster
Oil on Linen, 2005
Batman and his men encounter the Merri Merri kangarooster who is intrigued by Batman’s cocked 
hat. This work serves as a preliminary study for the larger kangarooster work.
9.23 Hiding from the Wathaurong
Oil on Linen, 2005
This work is derived from a story told by my great grandmother, May Kaufmann, (nee Pigdon) 
about the local Koori people of the Bellarine Pennisula, Victoria. The Pigdon family were one of 
the early settlers in the district and as a young child during the late 1800’s, she would see the 
local Wathaurong people, who she referred to as the ‘blackfellows’, visit her family’s homestead 
asking for food. Sometimes she would be frightened, as they would first peer into the homestead’s 
windows to see if any one was home.
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9.24 Surveyor – General Charles Grimes measures the megafauna of 
Keelbundoora.
Oil on Canvas, 2005
John Hawksworth, Kangaroo, Engraving after Stubbs painting, Martin, 1993, p.4
Charles Grimes lead a surveying party to Port Phillip in 1803 recording the land around Melbourne. 
In this imaginary construct I have him measuring up a giant kangaroo around the Darebin Creek at 
present day Mt. Cooper Bundoora while the Wurrundjeri locals look on in bemusement.
This work was inspired by readings on early surveying in New South Wales outlined in Stephen 
Martin’s ‘New Land’  that highlights the strategic importance of  these  expeditions  in the opening 
up of the land-The landscapes and nature of the country were gradually  revealed in the accounts 
of explorers and surveyors , and intrigued and attracted an interested public , curious to learn of 
new lands and places or of potential lands to settle. The information contained in these accounts 
are a significant record of a European sense of Australia. (Martin, 1993, p.51)
A visual starting point for this work has been taken from the well-known image, ‘Kangaroo’ by 
John Hawksworth, of a kangaroo painted from a skin recovered by Joseph Banks. The giant 
kangaroo was an actual mega fauna (Macropod Titan) that inhabited Victoria, and the concept 
of land surveillance alludes to the future land sales and the establishment of the Bundoora 
Homestead by the Smith family. I have also referenced William Lines comments on Australian land 
speculation and the acquisition of land for profit with disregard for its traditional owners.
That colonisation generates profit only on the basis of the successful exploitation of the people 
and the resources of the subject country. In Australia, prior Aboriginal occupation barred the way 
of a capitalist enterprise. In contrast to the invaders, Aborigines had successfully managed the 
Australian environment for tens of thousands of years. Europeans, however, had developed 
superior techniques for managing people. (Lines,1999, p.82)
Overall, this artwork allows me to imagine the natural state of the land in Bundoora prior to 
settlement and to consider the giant red gums and scarred trees, as modern day remnants, that 
have withstood progress.
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9.25 England Expects
Oil on Linen, 2005
An imaginary portrait of a fashionable lady of Sydney Town with her two adopted Eora children, 
celebrating Nelson’s victory at the Battle of the Nile of 1798. It was a Georgian custom to dress 
children in fancy costume and in this case as a Royal Navy midshipman. The girl is wearing a sash 
of the patriotic colours of St George. The lady is wearing lyrebird feathers held by a medal of St 
George. The title of the work ’England Expects’ originates from the famous war cry of Nelson at 
the Battle of Trafalgar.
9.26 Mr Batman offers the Merri Merri octopus a tribute of beads and a looking 
glass
Conte Pastel on paper, 2005
An example of the concept of ‘Terra Incognita’ or the Unknown Land where fantastic animals had 
been imagined inhabiting in the great Southern continent. The Merri Merri octopus is a fanciful 
monster who guards the Merri Creek and is offered beads and a mirror, which were among the 
items he presented by Batman to the Wurrundjeri at the treaty signing.
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9.27 A commemorative bust erected for the Queen’s Silver Jubilee
(The Great White Mother)
Conte pastel on paper, 2005
This preparatory drawing features a commemorative bust of Queen Victoria erected at the heads 
of Port Phillip. Of course no such monument was ever commissioned but I imagined that the 
bemused locals would have used it as a great lookout point -An excessive example of a British 
Imperialist presence.
9.28 The landing of Cook on black velvet
Acrylic on black velvet, 2005 
Cook’s landing at Possession Island, National Australia Bank Calendar, 1970.
This is an inversion of the black velvet painting genre popular in the 1960’s featuring 
sentimentalised renderings of Indigenous children and tribal figures. In this example I have used a 
National Australia Bank 1970 calendar print of James Cook’s 1770 landing at Possession Island as 
the visual source.
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9.29 Blackfella Baroque
Mixed media, 2005
The alternate title is the ‘ Anonymous Noble Savage’. This work features a 1960’s plaster 
Indigenous head plaque made by white ceramicists. I purchased this item at an antique shop, as 
opposed to a charity shop, which is indicative of the new collectable status of these items. This 
portrait carries no acknowledgement of the name of the sitter and is therefore only a generalised 
profile of an Indigenous man. I have also seen a similar example paired with an Indigenous woman 
plaque. I have placed this plaque within an ostentatious baroque frame and fabric mount to amplify 
the ‘preciousness’ of the piece.
9.30 The landing of Phillip on black velvet
Mixed media, 2005
The Landing of Phillip, Australia Day Website, www.australiaday.org.au 
A companion piece to the landing of Cook on velvet and continuing the concept of presenting white 
themes on a black velvet base. A genre generally associated with kitsch Indigenous themes. The 
image The Landing of Phillip, I retrieved from the Australia day website.
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9.31 The Balmoral
Oil on canvas, 2005   
This was the first painting I did of Mt. Cooper Estate while watching the transformation of the land 
into a high density housing estate. In terms of paint application I have deliberately employed a 
thin layer of paint, lacking in my regular impasto effect, to show the smoothness in line of the new 
houses and their neatly landscaped gardens. The name ‘Balmoral’ is in reference to the English 
sounding names given to display homes and estates, as to suggest a sense of prestige.
9.32 John Glover paints his dream castle
Oil on Linen, 2006
John Glover, Dream Castle, Hansen, 2003, p. 106.
John Glover’s sketchbook featured an imagined Welsh castle wash drawing devised by the artist 
from memory following a dream. This castle represented Glover’s fondness for the British romantic 
ruin and I have replanted this image into the Tasmanian landscape, picturing the artist himself 
painting the castle in situ. I have placed his Indigenous sitters within the confines of the castle to 
emulate a ‘Noble Savage’-like presence event though the existence of such a scene would have 
been totally fanciful.
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9.33 Settlers in a new land
Oil on canvas, 2006
This work depicts a colonial settler woman and her child having their portrait painted and 
surrounded by the sheep of their newly established station. I imagined that the setting would be a 
sheep run out in the Western District attracting the culinary interests of local yowies, who appear 
from the bush, and eager to try the introduced meat. I have pictured the two sitters oblivious to 
the scenes in the background, although the artist at her easel catches a glimpse of one of the 
creatures.
9.34 Mr. Banks presents to the royal court his menagerie of natural curiosities 
from New Holland
Oil on Linen, 2005
This work depicts an imagined scene involving naturalist Joseph Banks presenting the ‘live’ natural 
curiosities that he has collected on his voyage to New Holland with Cook. In reality, only ‘dead’ 
specimens were in fact brought back from the voyage including botanical cuttings and animal and 
bird carcasses. I have constructed the notion that a large menagerie returned with Banks who 
then sought royal favour by showing off in the court of his patron, King George III. This scenario 
is akin to Nicholas Baudin’s voyages in the early 19th Century in which live platypus and emus 
were presented to Napoleon. I have added a thematic variation on this subject by the inclusion of a 
‘native’ of New Holland who is presented on a pedestal beside a kangaroo. This is an elaboration 
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on the idea that the Indigenous inhabitants were considered as part of the flora and fauna of the 
land. In response, the king who known for his large progeny of children, delights in the spectacle 
of this menagerie. However, in return, it is the ‘native’ who has the last laugh, when he recognises 
the king to be the great white father, promoted by the explorers and later the colonists in the early 
days of settlement. A comical and somewhat bloated and rheumy figure who bears no actual 
resemblance to his regal portraits.
9.35 Celebrating King Billy’s birthday
Oil on canvas 2005
John Simpson, King William III, Fraser, p. 58.
This work was derived from the 1836 commemoration of King William VI’s birthday in which a 
large corroboree was performed near present day Eastern Hill. I have King Billy present at the 
event cheerfully waving a club and surrounded by his various artefact presents. He is mounted 
on a hybrid creature denoting both European and Australian animals. This is a variation on the 
equestrian portrait-a style of regal representation often favoured by British royalty. The Kulin 
people in the foreground are wearing blankets in reference to the practice of providing blankets 
to the people on each royal birthday anniversary. I have referenced William’s likeness from John 
Simpson’s, King William IIII- a portrait of the king in his later years.
9.36 Batman’s treaty interrupted by the appearance of a kangarooster
Oil on Canvas 2005
Will Ashton, Batman’s Treating with the Blacks, Presland, 1994, p.30
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This scene is taken from Will Ashton’s painting , Batman’s Treating with the Blacks, 
commemorating the signing of the land treaty on the 6th June 1835 between John Batman and 
the headmen of the Wurrundjeri people. The kangarooster was promoted in white folklore  (in my 
case by my grandfather) to stop children wandering off into the bush and getting lost. I imagined 
the idea of a kangarooster appearing  to the treaty party, waving his paws around and startling 
Batman, perhaps in an attempt to stop the signing away of the land.
9.37 Master Smyth’s riding lesson
Oil on Linen 2005
Based on the Smith family, this painting depicts a wealthy horse training family who owned the 
Bundoora Homestead. In this work I have retained the presence of the local Wurrundjeri people, 
to suggest that they cohabited the land with the new arrivals. Bundoora was formerly known as 
‘Keelbundoora ‘which in the Wurrundjeri Willin language meant ‘good kangaroo hunting ground’.
9.38 Queen Victoria’s Levee
Oil on Linen, 2005 
Sir Henry Barkly presented with the Levee, Lydon, 2005, p.40
This work is derived from the 1863 levee sent over to the Queen to commemorate the wedding 
of her son, Bertie. The event was commemorated by the engraving, Sir Henry Barkly presented 
with the Levee, The levee was made up of a large quantity of artefacts from the Kulin nation, 
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however, in this work I have the Queen and her son and daughter-in-law personally receiving the 
presents at Coranderrk. This scene alludes to the postcards that were produced of Coranderrk 
Aboriginal Reserve, depicting Kulin people posing with weapons. I have also painted the Kulin 
people in the background dressed in government blankets, part of the levee contained 25 possum 
skin cloaks, their traditional attire. What the queen would do with all these cloaks remains a 
mystery.
9.39 3D Work – A Diorama of Terra Incognita
Mixed media Materials 2005
Terra Incognita was a term used to describe the ‘Great Southern Continent’ during the 18th 
Century. This work is an elaboration on this European notion employing the concept of the first 
landing of a British exploratory party on Australian soil. I have constructed a fantastic scene 
featuring over-sized animals and insects interacting with the visitors. The Indigenous inhabitants, 
personified by kitschy figurines purchased from a souvenir shop, sit nearby, unaffected by the 
strange scene. The large marsupials are linked to the mega fauna which once roamed the 
continent. The giant snakes, octopus and crocodile all allude to the notion of sea monsters and 
serpents that were thought to inhabit the South Seas.
9.40 A most pleasing prospect
Conte pastel on paper, 2006
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This drawing is derived from the 1824 watercolour by Joseph Lycett, of a view of the estate of John 
Macarthur near Parramatta. Macarthur spent the majority  of his time on trips  scouting for grazing 
country for his wool export business, and so the estate was mostly run by his wife, Elizabeth. 
According to Berzins in ‘The Coming of Strangers’, ‘’Elizabeth was a woman of vision, who had a 
great personal interest in architecture and landscaping and did much to promote a taste for gothic 
style in the colony’’. (Berzins, 1988, p.77) In this work, I have added my own gothic elements 
in the guise of an aquatic kangarooster , so the most pleasing prospect is abruptly interrupted. 
The couple on the right side represent the new land owners who were previously unaware of the  
existence of the creature that has now intercepted their supplies ship on the Hawkesbury River.
9.41 Capt. Jack returns from overseas to his estate on Swan Bay
Oil on canvas 2006
Capt. Jack and his family are pictured in their fashionable drawing room of his estate on Swan 
Bay on the Bellarine Peninsula near Geelong. His children are playing with toys brought back 
from overseas. His wife dressed in a fine lacy gown receives a fan. This scene is intended as a 
cultural inversion of a gentrified colonial family of the late 19th Century, partly inspired by my own 
family’s homestead that was situated in this area. I have referenced a story told to me by my great 
grandmother who as a child would encounter Wathaurong people. In this work I have re-worked 
this theme by imagining the Wathaurong people as the ‘civilised’ settlers, and the white people as 
the ‘uncivilised’ native inhabitants. The smoke bellowing out from a campsite on the adjacent Swan 
Island, which in fact was the makeshift residence of my great, great uncle, represents this notion. 
In reminiscence of an earlier Swan Bay identity, William Buckley, my uncle left the mainland to 
take up life as a hermit on the island thus invoking the idea of the wild white man gone native. The 
painting of Capt. Jack’s ship surrounded by white figures waving spears, further emphasises this 
notion.
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9.42 The Big Stump
Oil on canvas, 2006
Giant Tree of Gippsland, Thomson, 1886, Illustration plates.
The Big Stump is an imagined gum tree remnant of the famous Gippsland giant gum forests 
that were the subject of the new tourism in the 19th Century. In this example the tree has been 
cut down which apparently was a method used to measure the tree. The concept for this work 
was also derived from the Gunnai cultural stories of Uncle Herb Patten, whose family worked in 
the timber mills of Newmeralla, felling the big trees. In this work, The Big Stump is now a tourist 
attraction in itself with a small souvenir tall conveniently installed for visitors. 
In ‘The Pursuit of Wonder’, Julia Horne notes that the giants of the Dandenongs and Gippsland 
were a popular tourist destination in the nineteenth century because there was a prevailing 
fascination and public obsession with tree height, and whether the mountain ash could be 
considered as the tallest tree in the world. However, in reality, this adoration was in opposition to 
the burgeoning mill industry.
‘‘They did articulate the justification for preserving the mountain ash in terms recognisable to a 
public versed in the language and meaning of wonder, and they challenged a prevailing notion that 
forests without saw-mills were wastelands. Forest giants were, on the contrary, things of beauty 
that would enrich the human imagination.’’(Horne, 2005, p.270)
In the end economics triumphed over ‘wonder’ resulting in the loss of many majestic specimens.
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9.43 3D Work-Big Sheep Country
Mixed media 2006
A reference to the introduction of sheep runs in the Western District of Victoria by the region’s 
newly arrived graziers. In this scene two Indigenous figures are confronted by an oversized sheep.
9.44 3D Work- Capt. Cook lands a big one at Hervey Bay
Mixed media 2006
James Cook takes time out exploring the Eastern sea board of New Holland for a bit of big game 
fishing and subsequently hooks a large marlin.
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9.45 3D Work - Flinders proclaims a penguin as a subject of the King
Mixed media, 2006
An imagined scene depicting Matthew Flinders landing at Indented Head on Port Phillip Bay 
to claim the land for Britain. The first living thing he encounters is a penguin, which is instantly 
proclaimed as a subject of the land’s new sovereign; a visual play on the notion of British land 
claims.
9.46 The Royal Academy Colonial Summer Salon
Oil on canvas 2006
Augustus Pugin and Thomas Rowlandson, Exhibition of Watercolour drawings, Hansen, 2003, p 
59
Using Georgian salon paintings such as ‘The Exhibition of Watercolour drawings ‘by Pugin and 
Rowlandson, as a starting point, I have devised a mock salon hung with paintings that have been 
supposedly imported from the new colonies in Australia, I have exaggerated some of the scenes 
consisting images of animal attacks and strange creatures.  This work serves as a compendium of 
my themes that examine ideals of the Noble Savage and Terra Incognita.
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9.47 John Batman and the famous standing stones of Birrarung Marr
Sharon West, Birrarung Mar Stones, Photograph, 2006
Oil on linen, 2006
The standing stones are based on basalt stone circle of the 2006 Birrarung Mar public art 
project devised by Koori artists, Vicki Couzens, Treahna Hamm, Lee Darroch and Mandy  
Nicholson. In this scene John Batman’s in his journey down the Yarra, comes across this man 
made arrangement alluding to the famous stone circle of Stonehenge. The original stones 
have Wurrundjeri markings based on the designs of artist Mandy Nicholson, however, in this 
representation I have removed the markings in respect of the cultural significance of such motifs.
9.48 Lord Elgin presents one of his famous marbles to Coranderrk Reserve
Oil on canvas, 2006
Alluding to the archaeological escapades of mega –collector, Lord Elgin, in this scene he is 
shown presenting one of his famous marbles, a head of Athena, and recently recovered from the 
Parthenon in Athens, Greece. I imagined it as a scene of indifference on the part of the recipients, 
who are unimpressed with this colossus. This work also serves as another example of the 
introduction of a contrived form of Classical aesthetics onto the Antipodean Landscape.
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9.49 Queen Victoria - Big White Boss Woman
Oil on canvas, 2007
This painting is a topless portrait of Queen Victoria who wears a king/breastplate, acknowledging 
her in Koori slang, as the ‘Big White Boss Woman’  of her colony of Victoria. In the background I 
have pictured a pair of giant kangaroos  in pursuit of a group of explorers.
9.50 King Silly Billy
Oil on board, 2007
A kingplate portrait of King William IV who had the unfortunate court nickname of ‘Silly Billy’. I 
enjoy  the idea of constructing an unflattering portrait of the King standing on the banks of the 
Yarra River accompanied by a cockatoo nesting in his hat . King William was also the source of the 
concept of ‘King Billy‘, a generic title bestowed on many Indigenous Elders.
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9.51 A Civilised Whitefellow
Oil on board, 2007
This work was initially inspired by the engraving titled ‘Semi- Civilised  Victorian Aborigines. I have 
inverted the concept by devising a portrait of an anonymous settler sitter.
9.52 The Last of His Tribe
Oil on board, 2007
A response to the term attributed by white authorities to an Indigenous Elder who they presume is 
the last ‘Full blood of their tribe’. In this example I have inverted the subject to that of an old white 
man.
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9.53 A Barren Spinster
Oil on board, 2007
John Glover, Portrait of Marie Ogier Ward, Hansen, 2003, p. 179.
In 2006 politician Julia Gillard was called deliberately barren by a political opponent who was not 
impressed with her state of childlessness. In response I have constructed an imagined and rather 
tongue-in cheek self-portrait of my myself wearing a kingplate that advertises my ‘barren’ social 
status in colonial society. I have accompanied my work John Glover‘s ‘Portrait of Marie Ogier 
Ward‘, an early colonist. I think this image must have  unintentionally entered my subconscious 
because the similarities are evident even though I did not directly reference this portrait while 
painting a barren spinster.
9.54 Poor Bugger Me
Oil on canvas, 2007
A profile portrait of the Prince Regent and latter King George IV. Prince George who acquired a 
reputation for being a drunkard and philanderer, possibly due to the long period spent in waiting to 
ascend the throne from his father George III. This work also draws reference from medallion and 
coin portraiture.
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9.55 Gubba Latrobe - Friend of the Yarra Blacks
Oil on board, 2007
The term ‘Gubba’ I have derived from the Koori slang word for white people which in origin  was an 
abbreviation of the word ‘government’ or ‘governor’.
9.56 A Whitefellow who befriended Bungaree
Oil on board, 2007
A portrait of New South Wales Governor Lachlan Macquarie. The painted kingplate offers an 
inversion of Eora man Bungaree kingplate inscription which described him as a ‘native who 
befriended Governor Macquarie.’
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9.57 A Primrose from England
Oil on board, 2006
Edward Hopley, A Primrose from England, Bendigo Art Gallery.
A companion piece to Capt Jack returns from overseas. I have referenced this work from Edward 
Hopley’s 1858 painting ‘A Primrose from England’ which I saw in the ‘Exiles and Emigrants’ 
exhibition in 2006 at the National Gallery of Victoria. In this reworking I have inverted the scene 
to depict an Indigenous captain showing his family a primrose that he has brought over from his 
travels to England. The work also alludes that the family are wealthy and are members of an 
imagined Indigenous dominant class.
9.58 The Dingo King of the Fair Fields
Oil on canvas, 2007
Sharon West, Fido photograph, 2006
A visual reference of the Fido public artwork, residing near the train station in Fairfield, Melbourne. 
In this scene I have placed the dog back into pre- settlement days. I have included John Batman 
and his party who come across the dog sculpture, which is offering shelter to the Indigenous 
inhabitants.
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9.59 John Batman meets the Merri Merri Eel (No place for a village)
Linen on canvas, 2006
A larger format re-working of the painting of Batman’s treaty. In this version Batman is plucked 
from the landscape by the giant Merri Merri Eel, which resides on the Merri Creek. Short finned 
eels were one of the seasonal foods of the Wurrundjeri who lived on the banks of the creek and 
in this work I have also added other exotic creatures such as a couple of kangaroosters and the 
Dingo King in the high foreground.
9.60 Mrs. Latrobe’s Rotunda
Oil on canvas , 2007
In this work I have imagined a rotunda constructed on the banks of the Yarra for Sophie Latrobe, 
the Swiss born wife of Governor Latrobe. Mrs Latrobe was known for her parties and this rotunda 
provides another venue for a river-side party. The party is viewed by the local residents as though 
the party goers are exotic captives in a cage. I have juxtaposed the foreignness of the structure 
within the Indigenous landscape as another example of the transplantation of European culture 
onto the Melbourne landscape. This work also references the 9.8 work, ‘A Family Portrait’ which 
also features neo-classic rotunda.
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9.61 Flinder’s Party encounters the Big Budgie of Port Phillip
Mixed media and digital print, 2007
This is the first 3D work that I have produced to be reconstructed as a digital image. It is following 
on from my Terra Incognita diorama and I have included a giant avian figure (a budgie) juxtaposed 
with colonial onlookers. (Flinders landing party) I have constructed the diorama into a contained 
picturesque scene, which I have photographed and then reproduced as a digital print.  This work 
plays on the use of a foreground that is back dropped in diorama style with a painted background 
giving the illusion of a landscape vista.
9.62 A monument erected for the Great White Mother
Mixed media and digital print, 2007
Following on from drawings featuring busts of Captain Cook at Kurnell and Victoria, this diorama 
work portrays an oversized monument installed at Indented Heads to commemorate Queen 
Victoria’s Silver Jubilee. The Indigenous figures look on in bemusement. This image was used 
for the front piece of the Counihan Gallery’s 2008 Women’s Salon Exhibition commemorating the 
100th anniversary of the women’s suffrage movement. I also devised another version incorporating 
the front plate from Lang’s ‘Romance of Empire’ book.
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9.63 The land reclaims all
Mixed media and digital print 2007
A post-apocalyptic theme suggesting that the Indigenous people have reclaimed Melbourne, which 
has been destroyed by progress. The overgrown foliage engulfs the spire of the Arts Centre and 
Flinders Street Station, in a landscape that is slowly returning to its natural pre-colonial state.
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APPENDICES 1
1. Frankly Minted (2004) Group exhibition
Gallery-69 Smith St Gallery, Fitzroy
Concepts
Depictions of Indigenous people in popular culture
Folk art- Black Velvet paintings and ceramic wall plaques
Inverting the concept by depicting white people on black velvet
Parodying the museum diorama
Paintings
Landing of Cook on Black Velvet
Blackfella Baroque
Landing of Phillip on Black Velvet
Joseph Banks on Black Velvet
2. Nudgeree (2005) Group exhibition
Gallery-School of Art Gallery, RMIT City campus
Concepts
Bush as threatening
Unknown Land
Melancholy Landscape
Monsters
Legends and Tales of the Southern Land
Misconceptions
Paintings
Lost Children
England Expects
Moral Tales
Terra Incognita
Charles Grimes surveys a Giant Kangaroo
Drawings
Mr Batman encounters the Giant Octopus of Port Phillip
A Monument to the Great White Mother
Digital Video
The Giant Octopus of Port Phillip
3D work
Diorama of Terra Incognito
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3. Journeys in Identity (2005) Group exhibition
Gallery-Bundoora Homestead Art Gallery, Bundoora
Concepts
Exploration and discovery
Remodelling  the Bundoora landscape
Paintings
King Billy’s Birthday
Kangarooster
Master Smyth’s Riding Lesson
Prince Alfred’s Levee
Matthew Flinders and Giant Octopus
The Balmoral
4. Constructing the Picturesque (2006) Solo exhibition
Gallery-PIT Space,RMIT Bundoora West campus
Concepts
Examining aesthetic notions of the picturesque
Transplantation of these values onto the Antipodean Landscape
Juxtaposing Indigenous figures within a transfigured landscape
Composing a pictorially contrived landscape
Arranging Indigenous and settler figures in the landscape
Paintings
Reference material
Five postcards of turn of the century picturesque views including Indigenous scenes
5. Terra Fabricata (2006)Solo exhibition
Gallery-School of Art Gallery, RMIT City campus
Concepts
Re-examining the Colonial Landscape
An exhibition combining all of the previous themes
Paintings
Tower Hill Goes Off, Western District
Terra Incognita (The Unknown Land)
Joseph Banks Presents his Recent Travel Acquisitions
Paintings From the New Colony
Presents from Overseas
The Royal Academy Colonial Summer Salon
Capt. Flinders High Tea, Indented Heads
Mr. Ruskin Paints Bears Castle, Yan Yean
Celebrating King Billy’s Birthday, Port Phillip District, 1836
Flinders Sees an Apparition of Cook
Master Smyth’s First Riding Lesson, Keelbundoora
Batman’s Treaty is Interrupted by a Kangarooster
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The Lost Children saved by a Yowie, Bright
A Primrose From England
John Glover paints his Dream Castle
The Famous Standing Stones of Birrarung Marr
Batman is taken by The Merri Merri Eel (No Place for a Village)
Launch of the Cook Monument, Kurnell 1830
Love thy Neighbour
Charles Grimes Surveys the Megafauna of Keelbundoora
Lord Elgin presents one of his Famous Marbles to Corenderrk Reserve
The Big Stump, Newmeralla, East Gippsland
The Empire Games (Claiming the Merri Creek)
Cook Lands a Big one off Hervey Bay
Big Sheep Country
A Penguin Proclaimed as a subject of the Empire
6. For King and Country (2007) Group exhibition 
Gallery-School of Art Gallery, RMIT City campus
Concept
Re-contextualising Aboriginal Kingplates
Paintings
King Silly Billy
Queen Victoria-Big White Boss Woman
A White of New South Wales Befriended by Bungaree
A Barren Spinster
Gubba Latrobe-Friend of Yarra Blacks
Old White Tom-The Last of his Tribe
7. New Media Works
The Land Reclaims All
Matthew Flinders Encounters the Giant Budgie of Port Phillip
APPENDICES 2
1. Examining Pictorial Representations of Indigenous and Settler Peoples in Australian Colonial 
and Postcolonial art and culture - European misconceptions and constructs of the ‘other’.
Reconstructing the past through early explorer accounts and renderings of Indigenous people.
The Noble Savage
Aspects of Empire –Indigenous people as subjects of the King/Queen
The assimilation of Indigenous culture
Indigenous postcolonial kitsch
2. Terra Incognita and the Unknown Land- Aspects of Indigenous and settler   folklore and the 
realm of the make-believe.
Imagining Monsters of the great Southern Land
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An inverted landscape
Fear of the unknown -The child lost in the bush
3. The Constructed Picturesque-Bush Romanticism and European notions of the landscape 
aesthetic.
A Painter’s Delight
Borrowed Culture
The Indigenous Picturesque
Romance and melancholia
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